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ABSTRACT 
Author: Christina Seiman Chu 
Title: A Three-Year Study of the Magnetic Field Fluctuations 
in the Magnetospheric Cusp 
Institution: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Degree: Master of Science in Engineering Physics 
Year: 2010 
The high-altitude magnetospheric cusps are regions of significant magnetic field 
turbulence. There are also magnetic field fluctuations that cannot be called turbu-
lence. Some of the low frequency fluctuations observed in the cusp have been shown 
to be motion of the cusp structure by the spacecraft (back and forth motion of the 
boundaries surrounding the cusp); others are transient reconnection signatures or 
flux transfer events (FTEs). Turbulence is important to understand because it has 
been proposed as a mechanism for particle energization in the cusps to MeV levels. 
High resolution magnetic field data from the Fluxgate Magnetometer instruments 
on the Cluster satellites were used to statistically map the power of the magnetic 
field fluctuations in the frequency ranges of 0.017-10 Hz, 0.017-0.1 Hz, and 0.1-10 
Hz for the high-altitude cusp and surrounding boundaries for northward, southward, 
and all interplanetary magnetic field clock angle orientations by using three years of 
Cluster data, 118 northern hemisphere cusp crossings, from 2001-2003. The mean 
(compressive), total, and perpendicular (transverse) power were calculated. Analysis 
was done to check whether the locations of enhanced power were statistically con-
sistent with the locations of crossing of cusp boundaries and diamagnetic cavities. 
Sources of power in all frequency ranges studied, 0.017-10 Hz, include reconnection, 
a gradient in the magnetic field strength when moving from the magnetosphere to 
the magnetosheath, and possibly the earthward propagation of magnetotail recon-
nection fluctuations. Sources of wave power from 0.017-0.1 Hz include mirror mode, 
IV 
ion-cyclotron, and Alfven waves. Sources of wave power from 0.1-10 Hz include ion-
cyclotron and Alfven waves. 
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Nomenclature 
/io permeability of free space 
Bx x component of the magnetic field vector 
By y component of the magnetic field vector 
Bz z component of the magnetic field vector 
Btot magnitude of the magnetic field vector 
DST disturbence storm time index 
Pdynamic dynamic pressure 
Re Earth radius 
AIMF all interplanteary magnetic field orientations 
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform 
DMC diamagnetic cavity [cusp] 
FFT Fast Fourier Transform 
FGM fluxgate magnetometer 
GSM Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordinate system. (The X axis coincides 
with the direction from Earth to the Sun. The XZ plane contains Earth's 
dipole axis. Positive Z is in same sense as Earth's north magnetic pole [north 
vm 
Nomenclature IX 
geographic hemisphere]. The Y axis supplements the other two, pointing to-
ward dusk.) It rotates with both a yearly and daily period with respect to 
inertial coordinates. 
IC ion-cyclotron 
IMF interplanetary magnetic field 
MHD magnetohydrodynamic 
MSH magnetosheath 
MSP magnetosphere 
MVAE maximum variance analysis of the electric field 
NIMF northward interplanetary magnetic field 
SIMF southward interplanetary magnetic field 
SM Solar Magnetic coordinate system. (The Z axis coincides with the north mag-
netic pole. The XZ plane contains Earth's dipole axis. The X axis does not 
always point directly at the Sun. The Y axis supplements the other two, point-
ing toward dusk.) It rotates with both a yearly and daily period with respect 
to inertial coordinates. 
T96 Tsyganenko 1996 magnetic field line model 
ULF ultralow frequency 
UT universal time 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The Magnetospheric Cusps 
The magnetospheric cusps are important structural elements in the magnetosphere 
because magnetosheath plasma has the most direct access to the ionosphere through 
the high altitude cusps [Heikkila and Wmmngham 1971, Frank and Acker son 1971] 
An artistic depiction of Earth s magnetosphere is shown in Figure 1 1 The sun 
ejects solar wind, consisting of mostly protons and electrons, radially outwards due 
to the large pressure difference between the hot solar corona and the interstellar 
medium The solar wind carries with it a frozen-m interplanetary magnetic field 
(IMF) At Earth, the solar wind is traveling at a speed of ~400 km/s with plasma 
density of ~5/cm 3 As the solar wind moves towards the planet, the Earth acts as 
an obstacle and pressure increases in front of it The pressure will distribute itself as 
a compressional, fast mode wave [Schwartz et al 1996] In the solar wind frame, the 
Earth is approaching faster than the speed of a fast mode wave, so a shock will form 
in front of the planet, similar to the shock formed in front of supersonic aircraft This 
is called the bowshock and it is important because it slows, heats and deflects solar 
wind flow before it interacts with the Earth's magnetosphere The magnetosheath is 
the region of turbulent plasma flow between the bowshock and magnetosphere, and it 
may play an important role in the structure of the bowshock and the magnetopause 
1 
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Figure 1.1: Earth's magnetosphere in the noon-midnight plane, artist representation. 
[NASA] 
The magnetopause boundary is a current layer separating the Earth's magnetic en-
vironment from the solar wind. Its distance from the surface of the Earth is defined 
by the pressure balance between the dynamical pressure of the solar wind and the 
magnetic field pressure of the Earth. Magnetosheath material can enter the boundary 
layers of the magnetosphere through macroscopic processes such as magnetic recon-
nection and viscous interactions. Plasma does not get evenly distributed, but forms 
regions of different temperatures and densities. Earth's magnetic environment is the 
magnetosphere and is the region shown filled with magnetic field lines (blue). At the 
cusps, where Earth's field lines converge at the northern hemisphere and diverge at 
the southern hemisphere, solar wind particles can be coupled down into Earth's lower 
atmosphere. The cusps are regions of near zero magnetic field magnitude. 
The magnetospheric cusps were first represented in Chapman and Ferraro's image 
dipole model of the magnetosphere [Chapman and Ferraro 1930]. In this model, the 
Earth has a dipole magnetic field and solar wind approaches Earth as an unmagne-
tized, infinite conducting plane. The mathematical effect on Earth's magnetic field 
is equivalent to placing an image dipole, equal in strength to Earth's dipole. at the 
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Figure 1,2: Chapman-Ferraro magnetosphere model. Earth is represented as a dipole 
and the solar wind as a conducting plane creating singular points Q with zero mag-
netic field strength. [Chapman and Ferraro 1930] 
same distance away from the magnetopause as the Earth's dipole is (the conducting 
plane can be replaced with a copy of Earth's dipole at an equal distance on the other 
side of the plasma boundary). This distortion on Earth's dipole is shown in Figure 
1.2. For a perfect dipole next to a perfect conductor, two singularities, points of zero 
magnetic field strength, are produced at the points labeled Q. The unmagnetized 
solar wind would then penetrate down into the ionosphere in a narrow funnel. Today, 
this funnel would be called the polar cusp. 
In reality, the singular points Q do not exist, but field lines are closed through 
the dayside equatorward of the cusp, and through the nightside poleward of the cusp. 
Also, solar wind plasma does carry a magnetic field with it. In a collisionless plasma 
with normal plasma conditions, charged particles on a magnetic flux tube will stay 
with that flux tube. Dungey [1961] proposed that magnetic reconnection could change 
the field line topology so that solar wind charged particles could go to another flux 
tube, one connected to the Earth dipole, and be carried down into the cusp. 
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The total pressure, consisting of the plasma pressure and the magnetic pressure, 
must remain constant. The plasma pressure = nkT where n is the number density, 
k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. The magnetic pressure = ~-
where B is the total magnetic field magnitude and //Q is the permeability of free 
space. When reconnection occurs, solar wind particles are injected along the field 
lines, increasing n. For pressure to remain constant, the magnetic pressure term must 
decrease meaning that B will decrease, forming an area of depressed magnetic field, 
a cusp diamagnetic cavity. 
The interplanetary magnetic field has a variable northern or southern hemisphere 
pointing component which will be called z. For a northward IMF (NIMF), positive 
z component, magnetic reconnection is expected tailward of the cusp [Newell et al 
1989]. For a southward IMF (SIMF), negative z component, magnetic reconnection 
is expected sunward of the cusp. The location of the cusp will move tailward or 
sunward depending on the IMF condition. This is seen in the 3D high resolution 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations for NIMF and SIMF shown m Figure 1.3 
from Nykyri et al [2010a]. If the IMF has a dawnward, negative By, component, the 
reconnection site will be shifted, and the location of the cusp shifts to earlier local 
times in the northern hemisphere [Russell 2000]. If the IMF has a duskward, positive 
By, component, the location of the cusp shifts to later local times in the northern 
hemisphere [Russell 2000]. High latitude reconnection was first predicted by Dungey 
[1963] and first observed by Kessel et al. [1996] with the Hawkeye spacecraft. 
In-situ measurements of the polar cusps have been made by the Isis I [Heikkila and 
Wvnmngham 1971], HEOS-2 [Paschmann et al 1976; Dunlop et al 2000], Hawkeye 
[Kessel et al 1996], Polar [Chen and Fritz 1998; Zhou et al 2000; he et a/. 2001], 
Interball [Sandahl et al. 2000], and Cluster [Lavraud et al. 2002; Nykyri et al. 2003; 
Cargill et al 2004; Lavraud et al 2005] satellite missions. 
These missions have provided much information about the cusp. The location of 
the high-altitude cusp as a function of solar wind conditions was studied by Zhou et al 
[2000] using Polar spacecraft data and by Dunlop et al [2000] using HEOS-2. Zhou 
et al. [1999, 2000] investigated the spatial extent of the cusp. Savin et al. [1998]; 
Chen and Fritz [1998]; Le et al [2001]; Savin et al. [2002, 2004]; Sundkvist et al. 
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Figure 1.3: 3D high resolution MHD simulations of the cusp for northward (left) and 
southward (right) IMF. The sun is on the left in both simulations and the background 
color is total magnetic field strength. The region of depressed magnetic field (cavity) 
forms more sunward when the IMF is southward and more tailward when the IMF is 
northward. [Nykyri et a/. 2010a] 
[2005]; Nykyri et al [2006] have studied in-situ cusp magnetic field fluctuations, wave 
activity, and turbulence. Cluster data has allowed for the identification of many cusp 
features. Lavraud et a/. [2002] identified a stagnant exterior cusp with low magnetic 
field and flow for NIMF. Vontrat-Reberac et al. [2003] determined that for NIMF, 
lobe reconnection could play a large role in the origin of solar wind plasma inside 
the magnetopause and earthward plasma jets. For SIMF, Cargill et a/. [2004] showed 
that the cusp is a dynamic region that could have sharp boundaries. 
1.2 Cluster Spacecraft 
1.2.1 Background 
Cluster is a four satellite multi-instrument in-situ measurement mission of the mag-
netosphere, cusp, and magnetosheath. The satellites orbit Earth in a tetrahedral 
formation with separation distances ranging from 100 km up to 10,000 km. With 
four spacecraft taking measurements, spatial features can be distinguished from tem-
poral ones. Each satellite carries an identical set of 11 instruments measuring charged 
particles, magnetic fields, and electric fields. 
The original four Cluster satellites were launched aboard an Ariane 5 rocket on 
4 June 1996. That rocket exploded shortly after liftoff, destroying the satellites. A 
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Figure 1.4: Cluster II spacecraft prelaunch. [University of Sheffield Space Systems 
Team 2000] 
second set of Cluster spacecraft, with a few modifications to the instruments, were 
built and launched using two Soyuz rockets, with two satellites each, in the summer 
of 2000. Cluster II satellites are shown in Figure 1.4. The data used in this study 
comes from the second set of Cluster spacecraft. 
1.2.2 Flux Gate Magnetometer (FGM) 
The fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) instrument shown in Figure 1.5 samples the am-
bient magnetic along the spacecrafts' orbit. It can sample in the frequency range of 10 
Hz in normal mode up to 32 Hz in burst mode in a field range of-65536 nT to -65528 
nT. The instrument consists of two tri-axial fluxgate sensors and an electronics box. 
In order to minimize magnetic interference from the spacecraft, the magnetometer 
sensors were mounted at the tip of a 5.0 m radial boom. The control electronics are 
housed inside a box on the spacecraft Main Equipment Platform. [Balogfi et al. 2001] 
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Figure 1.5: Fluxgate magnetometer instrument used aboard Cluster spacecraft. [Im-
perial College 2000] 
The high resolution magnetic field data for this study is produced at a rate of 22.4 
magnetic field vectors per second. The raw data of the FGM instrument is calibrated 
to correct for several factors including spacecraft and instrument clocks, sensor offsets, 
misalignments, sensitivities, and spacecraft attitude data. 
A list of 118 Cluster northern hemisphere cusp crossings from 2001-2003 were 
provided by E. Budnik. Spacecraft orbital points were given in the geocentric solar 
magnetic (GSM) and solar magnetic (SM) coordinate systems. The low resolution 
magnetic field data was downloaded from the United Kingdom Cluster data center 
and the high resolution data was downloaded from the Imperial College Cluster server. 
Both these data sets are in the GSM coordinate system. 
1.3 The Cusp and Surrounding Regions from Cluster 
There are two different types of Cluster cusp crossings in terms of the magnetic field 
signature seen, "'gradual" cusp and diamagnetic cavities (DMC). As shown in Figure 
1.6, for a gradual cusp, the magnetic field drops off slowly as the spacecraft moves. 
For a DMC, the magnetic field drops off rapidly [Nykyri et al 2010b]. The times that 
Cluster was traveling though the magnetosphere (MSP), cusp, and magnetosheath 
(MSH) regions were identified by looking at the plasma parameters (number of par-
ticles, velocity components, and temperature). 
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Figure 1.6: The magnetic field strength of a typical Cluster gradual and diamagnetic 
cavity cusp crossing. 
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Diamagnetic cavities are formed when reconnection at high latitudes open up the 
magnetic field lines. As high density solar wind plasma gets on the open field lines, the 
magnetic pressure is reduced, creating a cavity [Nykyri et al. 2010a,b]. Cluster only 
observes DMCs during intervals of enhanced dynamic pressure (~2.6 nPa) because 
of the nature of its orbit [Nykyri et a/. 2010a]. In comparison, gradual cusp crossings 
observed by Cluster have an average dynamic pressure of ~1.8 nPa. 
Figure 1.7 shows the plasma and magnetic field observations in around a DMC 
on 14 February 2003 from 18:30:00-20:30:00 universal time (UT). In a typical DMC 
cusp crossing, the number of plasma particles (ions) observed will increase as the 
spacecraft moves from the magnetosphere into the cusp. Particle temperature will 
increase. In GSM coordinates, the x component of the measured magnetic field will 
go from positive to negative and the z component will go from negative to positive due 
to the components of Earth's dipole field. The y component may go from positive to 
negative or vice-versa depending on the the spacecraft trajectory. The total magnetic 
field will decrease as Cluster travels into the cusp. There may be changes in the 
components of particle velocity. 
The particle temperatures will drop when going from the cavity into the magne-
tosheath. In GSM coordinates, the x component of the measured magnetic field will 
decrease and the z component will increase due to the components of Earth's dipole 
field. The total magnetic field will increase. Particle temperature will decrease. There 
may be changes in the components of particle velocity. 
As Cluster travels through areas surrounding the cusp, it can pick up signals of 
wave structures in those regions. As solar wind plasma is decelerated and compressed 
by bowshock traversal, conditions are favorable for large amplitude low frequency 
wave excitation [Soucek et al 2008]. 
Figure 1.8 shows three distinct types of mirror mode activity in the magnetosheath 
magnetic field data: peaks, dips, and quasi-sinusoidal waves. The presence of mirror 
mode waves can induce higher power in the compressional magnetic field fluctuations. 
Ion cyclotron (IC) waves in the high altitude cusp were shown by Le et al. [2001] 
to have been found both equatorward and poleward of the cusp, as well as in the 
cusp itself. Nykyri et al. [2004, 2003]; Sundkvist et al [2005] have found evidence 
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Figure 1.7: Cluster plasma (left) and magnetic field (right) observations on 14 Febru-
ary 2003 from 18:30:00-20:30:00 UT for DMC intervals. Black, red, green, and blue 
correspond to spacecraft 1, 2, 3, and 4. The leftmost two boxes at the top right show 
Cluster separation relative to spacecraft 3 in the GSM xy-plane and xz-plane in units 
of thousands of kilometers. The rightmost two boxes at the top right show Cluster 
location in the GSM xy-plane and xz-plane in units of Earth radii. Approximate 
bowshock and magnetopause locations are drawn as parabolas. IMF components 
measured by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft are lagged by 
44.0 minutes and plotted on the bottom right with black, red, and blue correspond-
ing to IMF x, y, and z components. The solar wind pressure is plotted as the black 
line on the same plot with the greater number of variations. [Nykyri et al 2010a] 
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Figure 1.8: Examples of mirror mode structures observed by Cluster spacecraft 3: 
peaks, dips, and quasi-sinusoidal waves. [Soucek and Lucek 2010] 
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for left-hand polarized IC and Alfven waves at the high altitude cusp. These wave 
types are characterized by a peak in the wave power at or near the local cyclotron 
frequency. 
1.4 Magnetic Field Fluctuations in the Cusp: Tur-
bulence or Structure? 
Understanding the nature and origin of fluctuations in the cusp is important because 
turbulence in the cusp diamagnetic cavities has been suggested as a mechanism to 
heat and energize plasma up to MeV energies [Chen and Fritz 1998]. However, any 
period of fluctuation that is longer than the typical travel time through the cusp 
cannot be called turbulence in the traditional sense. It can take 0.1-1 second for 
a magnetosonic wave to travel through the cusp, setting the lowest frequency limit 
for turbulence to 0.1-1 Hz [Nykyri et al 2010a,b]. In this study, several frequencies 
ranges from 0.017-10 Hz are examined. 
There are currently three theories on the origin of high energy particles in the 
DMC: 1. Local acceleration from ultra-low frequency (ULF) "turbulence" [Chen and 
Fritz 1998; Chen 2008], 2. Bowshock source [Chang et al 1998; Trattner et al 2001], 
3. Magnetospheric source [Sibeck et al. 1987; Fuselier et al 1991; Asikamen and 
Mursula 2005, 2006]. 
Nykyri et al. [2010b] shows that many of the low frequency fluctuations in the 
DMC are actually a back-and-forth motion of the DMC boundary over the space-
craft. A case study was shown for 14 February 2003 (one of the dates used in this 
fluctuation power study). Figure 1.7 shows the plasma and magnetic field observa-
tions from 18:30:00-20:30:00 UT. Figure 1.9 shows the trajectory of the four Cluster 
spacecraft in formation in GSM coordinates during this time period. The magnetic 
field data in Figure 1.7 shows that the DMC has many magnetic field fluctuations. 
The normal direction to the boundary between the MSP-cusp and cusp-MSH were 
determined using determined using maximum variance analysis of the electric field 
(MVAE). Figure 1.10 shows the boundary normal components for spacecraft 1 from a) 
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18 48 40-18 56 00 UT during the magnetosphere-diamagnetic cavity boundary cross-
ing (MSP-DMC) and b) 18 57 30-19 22 00 UT during the first cavity interval observed 
by spacecraft 1 For the MSP-DMC boundary, Nx, the boundary normal in the x 
GSM direction, is dominant and shows little variation In the cavity Nx varies more 
Nykyri et al [2010b] says that at the MSP-cusp boundary, the dynamic pressure varia-
tion (see Figure 1 7) coinciding with the small Nx boundary normal variation suggests 
that the magnetic field variation at the inner boundary is mostly due to the back-and-
forth motron of the MSP-DMC boundary over the spacecraft due to dynamic pressure 
variations in the solar wind The large scale fluctuations in the cavity are due to both 
the back-and-forth motion of the cavity-magnetosheath (DMC-MSH) boundary over 
the spacecraft and transient reconnection signatures [Nykyri et al 2010b] These re-
sults strongly suggest that the low frequency fluctuations in the cavity are mostly 
structure, like moving boundaries, rather than wave turbulence 
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Figure 1.9: Cluster constellation and trajectory on 14 February 2003 from 18:30:00-
20:30:00 UT (spacecraft separation magnified by a factor of 3). On the left, they are 
plotted on top of the Tsyganenko 89 magnetic field line model (with Kp geomagnetic 
storm index of four) in GSM coordinates on the xz-plane. On the right, they are 
plotted on the xy-GSM plane. Cluster moves from the magnetosphere into the cusp. 
Black, red, green, and blue correspond to spacecraft 1, 2, 3, and 4. [Nykyri et a/. 
2010a] 
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Figure 1.10: Boundary normal components in x, y, and z GSM coordinates deter-
mined using maximum variance analysis of the electric field (MVAE) for a) 18:48:40-
18:56:00 UT during the magnetosphere-diamagnetic cavity boundary (MSP-DMC) 
and b) 18:57:30-19:22:00 UT during the first cavity interval observed by spacecraft 
1. The fourth row shows the maximum and intermediate eigenvalue ratio ( ^ ) for 
MVAE. Below that is the magnetic field magnitude and ^ > 4. [Nykyri et al 2010b] 
Chapter 2 
Data Preparation 
2.1 Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) Products 
The low resolution data is the spacecraft spin-averaged magnetic field data It has 
an average of one data point every four seconds Initially, the integrated mean, total, 
and perpendicular power were calculated with the low resolution data Because there 
are fewer data points than in the high resolution data set, it was quicker to use it to 
determine if the data processing and plotting routines were working correctly The 
power calculation is defined in Section 2 4 The data was divided into two minute 
sections so the lowest frequency that could be resolved was j - ~ ~ 0 008 Hz The 
data was interpolated so that there was a data point every four seconds The highest 
frequency that could be resolved was twice that interval, -— « 0 125 Hz (Nyquist 
frequency [Shannon 1949]) Using the low resolution data, power could be calculated 
from 0 008-0 125 Hz Highei frequencies cannot be investigated because the sampling 
rate is too low 
The high resolution FGM data has an average of 22 4 data points every second 
The data was divided into two minute sections so the lowest frequency that could be 
resolved was T^^ ~ 0 008 Hz The integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power 
was calculated with seven frequency ranges 0 017-0 125 Hz (to compare with results 
using the low resolution data), 0 017-10 Hz, 0 017-0 1 Hz, 0 1-10 Hz 0 017-1 0 Hz 
1 0-10 Hz, and 0 1-1 0 Hz The reason the lowest frequency in these ranges is not 
16 
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0.008 Hz is explained in Section 3.2. Spatial maps of the fluctuation power in the 
three frequency ranges 0.017-10 Hz, 0.017-0.1 Hz, and 0.1-10 Hz are shown m Chapter 
4. 
2.2 Cusp Normalized Coordinates 
The cusp has traditionally been identified based on a plasma (ion) flux criteria 
[Heikkila and Wmningham 1971; Newell et al 1989; Yamauchi et al. 1995] and/or 
magnetic field measurements. In this study, the cusp and surrounding regions will be 
presented in a cusp normalized coordinate system from Lavraud et al. [2004, 2005] 
that takes into account the lagged solar wind (IMF and dynamic pressure) and ge-
omagnetic effects on cusp location and boundaries. The cusp location of the semi-
empirical Tsyganenko 1996 (T96) magnetosphere magnetic field model [ Tsyganenko 
1995, 1996] and Shue et al. [1997] magnetopause model, created using inputs of the 
observed solar wind and geomagnetic activity level, is compared with the cusp loca-
tion of a reference T96 and magnetopause model, created using reference solar wind 
and geomagnetic activity levels. The T96 model uses inputs of BJMF, dynamic pres-
sure (Pdynamic)> a n ( l the disturbance storm time index (DST, an index for monitoring 
worldwide geomagnetic storm levels). 
Time lagged solar wind data and coordinate transformed Cluster orbital points 
were provided by E. Budnik. Solar wind conditions were provided by the ACE satellite 
which is located between the Earth and Sun. Time lagged solar wind condition files 
were used to determine the interplanetary magnetic field conditions and solar wind 
dynamic pressure at Cluster (time lagging is necessary because it takes time for solar 
wind conditions measured by ACE to reach the position of Cluster). These lagged 
parameters were updated every 10 minutes. The time lag was a ratio of the distance 
between the ACE and Cluster spacecraft and the solar wind velocity. The calculated 
lag time was also visually verified by comparing ACE IMF and Cluster magnetic 
field data in the magnetosheath (when available) [E. Budnik, private communication, 
2010]. Spacecraft orbital parameter files contained Cluster spacecraft locations which 
were updated every two minutes. The coordinate transformation of orbit points into 
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cusp normalized coordinates followed the process shown in Figure 2.1 [Lavraud et al 
2004, 2005]: 
a. The orbit point, A, was rotated about the x solar magnetic axis so it lay 
in the xz solar magnetic plane. The orbit point was then called A' 
b. The T96 magnetic field model was used to create a reference frame with 
the conditions: BIMF — [0.0, 2.0, 0.0] nT, Pdynamw — 2.5 nPa, and DST — 
-10.0 nT. The duskward IMF condition was chosen to avoid biasing the 
reference frame towards Earth's equator for southward IMF and towards 
the poles for northward IMF [Newell et al 1989]. In the reference frame, 
the latitude angle of a reference separatrix was calculated between the 
last field line draped onto the dayside and the field line extending to the 
nightside. The observed lagged solar wind conditions and geomagnetic 
activity were used in the T96 model to calculate a ''current" separatrix 
latitude angle between the dayside and nightside field lines. The A7 point 
was rotated about the y solar magnetic axis (YSM) SO that its angular sep-
aration from the reference separatrix is the same as its angular separation 
was from the ''current'1 separatrix. The new orbit point was called A". 
c. Using the reference frame's solar and geomagnetic conditions, a reference 
magnetopause location was calculated using the Shue et al [1997] mag-
netopause model. The Shue model was also used to calculate the actual 
magnetopause location relative to the orbit point A" using the actual solar 
wind and geomagnetic conditions. The point A" was radially scaled by the 
ratio of the reference magnetopause distance to the actual magnetopause 
to become point A'" 
Only data points where the radial direction from the Earth to the spacecraft 
formed an angle less than 25° with the YZSM plane were used in this study. This 
avoids mixing cusp encounters with data from the low-latitude boundary layer and 
plasma sheet [Lavraud et al. 2004]. 
This study used 3D data transformed into the 2D xz plane to obtain distributions 
with large enough statistics for averaging purposes [Lavraud et al 2004, 2005]. The 
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Figure 2.1: Representation of data coordinate transformations to cusp normalized 
coordinates [Lavraud et a/. 2005]. (a) Data points were rotated about the x solar 
magnetic axis to lie in the XZSM plane, (b) Data points were rotated about the 
YSM axis by the angle determined by the "current" separatrix and T96 magnetic field 
model separatrix (see text), (c) Data points were radially scaled relative to a reference 
magnetopause using the "current" solar wind conditions. Magnetopause model from 
Shue et al [1997]. 
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high altitude cusp may have structure in the dawn-dusk directions which are not 
considered in this thesis. 
2.3 Magnetic Pressure Plots 
To ensure that the data processing and plotting software routines were working, the 
magnetic pressure, f—, was plotted for the low resolution magnetic field data from 
Cluster spacecraft 1 as a ratio to the magnetic pressure in the T96 model (Figure 
2.2) and compared with a similar plot in Lavraud et al. [2004]. They both show that 
the highest magnetic pressure exists in the magnetosheath, that the cusp is a region 
of low magnetic pressure, and that the high-altitude magnetosphere has a magnetic 
pressure value between that of the magnetosheath and cusp. 
Each data square in Figure 2.2a represents 0.3 Re x 0.3 Re. In order to depict 
the number of data points averaged in this region of space, each square can be sized 
according to the number of data points averaged, with size saturation of 0.3 Re at 20 
or more data points [Lavraud et al 2005]. Figure 2.2b shows the data from Figure 
2.2a where each data square has been sized according to the number of data points 
averaged in that 0.3 i?e x 0.3 fie region of space. 
The field lines in all such plots were generated with the T96 model using reference 
solar wind and geomagnetic conditions, BJMF — [0.0, 2.0, 0.0] nT, Pdynamic = 2.5 
nPa, and DST = -10.0 nT. 
2.4 Calculating Power in the Magnetic Field Fluctu-
ations 
The fluxgate magnetometer data exists, and was used, in low and high resolution 
form. Data gaps in the magnetic field data were filled in with linear interpolation so 
the spacing between all data points was the same. The duration of each cusp crossing 
was broken into two minute sections, approximately the amount of time it would take 
Cluster to travel 0.3 Re at the cusp (and the amount of time between orbital parameter 
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updates). For each two minute section, the data was first detrended. The detrending 
process subtracted a linear least squares fit from the magnetic field measurements. 
Without detrending, there would be an overestimation of the fluctuation power in the 
signal by the background magnetic field. The effect of detrending is seen in Figure 
2.3 by comparing the bottom plot, which shows the total magnetic field data, and 
the dBT plot, which shows the total magnetic field after detrending. Fluctuations 
in the undetrended data are small and look insignificant compared to the stronger 
[decreasing] background field, so to study them, detrending must be performed. 
The detrended data was multiplied by a Hanning window to reduce spectral leak-
age when a Fourier transform was performed. A more in-depth discussion about 
windowing is provided in Chapter 3. A discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was per-
formed on £?x, By, Bz, and Btot so a study of the power in the fluctuations at different 
frequencies could be accomplished. Steps 1-3 below details how the mean, total, and 
perpendicular power were calculated for each measurement point of the data set. Fig-
ure 2.4a shows a two minute section of magnetic field data in frequency space after 
both a DFT and the total power calculation. 
1. The mean (compressive) power was calculated by squaring the absolute value of 
the Btot data in frequency space. It is the magnetic field power in fluctuations 
of the total magnetic field, Btot. 
2. The total power was calculated by taking the trace of the power spectral matrix: 
each data point for B x , By, and Bz in frequency space was squared; then the 
squared x, y, and z components were summed. It is the total power in the x, y, 
and z directions. 
3. The perpendicular (transverse) power was calculated by subtracting the mean 
power from the total power (Power in Bx + Power in By + Power in Bz - Power 
in Btot)- ^ is ^ e magnetic field power in fluctuations perpendicular to the 
magnetic field. 
Middle Riemann sums were used to calculate the integrated mean, total, and 
perpendicular power of the magnetic field fluctuations for each two minute segment. 
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Figure 2.3: Cluster data on 17 March 2001 from 5:00:00-6:00:00 UT for a gradual 
cusp interval. Black, red, green, and blue correspond to spacecraft 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
The bottom plot shows the total magnetic field data while BX1 By, and Bz show the 
magnetic field components in x, y, and z respectively. The dBT plot shows the total 
magnetic field after detrending (after subtracting the linear fit of the original data). 
dBx, dBy, and dBz plots show the detrended 5X , By, and Bz magnetic field compo-
nents respectively. The N plot shows the number of particles. Vr shows the total 
velocity while Vx, Vy, and V2 plots show the x, y, and z plasma velocity components 
respectively. [Nykyri et al 2004] 
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Figure 2.4: a) Example power spectrum showing two minutes of magnetic field data 
in the frequency domain; total power of the magnetic field fluctuations is plotted 
with respect to frequency, b) Artistic depiction of the middle Riemann sum used to 
calculate the integrated power (area under the black curve in a)) [Richards]. 
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The start and stop points were changed to investigate different frequency ranges. An 
artistic representation of a middle Riemann sum is shown in Figure 2.4b. For this 
sketch, the power data would exist at points 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 along the horizontal 
axis (frequency in this context). The vertical axis would be power (mean, total, or 
perpendicular). The red curve would be the theoretical curve connecting the data 
points. The middle Riemann sum is the sum of the area inside all the blue rectangles 
(the "area under the curve"). 
Finally, the integrated power was normalized. Normalization is discussed in Chap-
ter 3. 
Chapter 3 
Data Windowing, Artificially Induced 
Power, and Normalization 
3.1 Window Types 
The goal of this study was to analyze the power in the magnetic field fluctuations 
at different frequencies in the magnetospheric cusp and surrounding regions. To 
transform the magnetic field data into frequency space, a Discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT) was performed. The DFT can be computed efficiently in practice using a Fast 
Fourier Transform algorithm (FFT). The use of "FFT" in this document will refer to 
the DFT. Because the start and end points of a data set are not necessarily equal and 
because of the mathematical properties of the DFT, an additional step was needed 
to reduce spectral leakage. Spectral leakage is when a wave's frequency spectrum 
has energy in several frequency channels instead of just the exact frequency (ies) that 
correspond to that wave. It affects any frequency component of a signal which does 
not exactly coincide with the frequency channels defined by the DFT. Windowing 
reduces the effects of spectral leakage associated with finite observation intervals by 
multiplicatively weighting the data by a window function, w(k), before a DFT is 
performed. The windowing process sets the endpoints of a signal at or near the same 
level. This allows the periodic extension of the data employed by the DFT to be 
continuous in many orders of derivative [Harris 1978]. 
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Figure 3.1: Periodic and symmetric Hanning windows with different a values and N 
= 100. 
A Hanning window was chosen because it is commonly used in power calculations. 
Hanning windows exist in a periodic and symmetric form. The periodic Hanning 
window is given by Equation 3.1 and the symmetric Hanning window is given by 
Equation 3.2. AT is the number of points in the window and k is integer values from 
0 to N. N equals the number of data points being analyzed, a controls the shape of 
the window. 
w(k) = a-(l-a)cos(^pj (3.1) 
w (k) = a - (1 - a) cos (J^^j (3.2) 
A plot of both types of Hanning windows for different a values (a = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8, 0.9, 1.0) is shown in Figure 3.1. When a = 1, the window becomes equal to 1 
at all k. This is called a rectangular window and is equivalent to not multiplying by 
a window at all. For a = 0.5, the symmetric window equals zero at both endpoints 
k = 0 = N while the periodic window only equals zero at k = 0 for k < N. The 
periodic Hanning window was chosen because the windowed data will have a FFT 
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performed on it [Harris 1978]. Because the DFT considers data sequences to be 
periodic, the window function at N + l, w (k = N + 1), must be equal to w {k = 0), 
which describes a periodic window. All further references to a values and windowing 
refers to a periodic Hanning window. 
3.2 Artificial Power 
The lowest frequency that can be investigated corresponds to the window width, 
which is two minutes in this study. The two minute window length chosen could 
artificially introduce power at j - ^ = 0.008 Hz. To avoid any extra artificial power 
when calculating the integrated power, it is good practice to drop the frequency 
corresponding to the window length. The effect of removing this and the next lowest 
frequency of the DFT is examined in this section (dropping no frequencies, dropping 
0.008 Hz, dropping 0.008 Hz and 0.017 Hz). Figure 3.2 shows data from the cusp 
crossing of 14 February 2003. The top row shows the integrated total power over 
the entire the cusp crossing. The bottom row shows a two minute power spectrum 
from that cusp crossing. Each column shows the data with different frequency ranges 
integrated. The first column's frequency range is from the window length, ^ ^ — 
0.008 Hz, to 10 Hz. The second column does not include the window length (the first 
frequency from the FFT, 0.008 Hz) and runs from 0.017-10 Hz. The third column is 
from 0.025-10 Hz. 
From the top row of Figure 3.2, it is seen that excluding the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, ... 
frequencies will lower the total integrated power calculated over a cusp crossing. As 
a convention, the lowest frequency of a DFT is not considered in calculating the 
integrated power so the first column of the figure is not considered. An examination 
of the top plot in the second column showed a difference in the total integrated power 
signal shape at the ~19.25 UT peak between a = 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0. The signal for a 
— 1 peaks quickly with a sharp slope and falls off more slowly. Examining the signal 
for a = 0.7 and a — 0.8 indicates that a « 0.75 will most likely have a "flat" peak. 
The signal for a = 0.5 rises with a shallow slope and drops off quickly. 
4Feb2003, diamagnetic cavity 
'Pbwer'Vi FrV^udncy/OOOSJJ'^BS-lOrtj >| I PoAer- Vs' Ffk'^uendy,'0'Of66687- 10H* i PWer'v4 ,FVequ<Jncy. '0«23003l- , lO>UM 
a = 0 50 
a = 0 60 
a = 099 
a=l 00 
a = 0 50 
a = 0 60 
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o = 1 00 
Figure 3.2: Plots investigating the effect on the total integrated power over a cusp crossing when leaving out the 
lowest frequencies. First row shows the integrated total power over an entire cusp crossing. The second row shows 
a sample total power spectrum of the cusp crossing. The area under the total power spectrum curve is the total 
integrated power for the windowed data. The data has been windowed with a Hanning window of a= 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8, 0.9, 0.99, and 1. 
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Magnetosphere, cusp, and magnetosheath plots of the integrated power for cusp 
crossings in cusp normalized coordinates (defined in Section 2.2), with and without 
the lowest two frequencies, 0.008 Hz and 0.017 Hz, were made for for a = 0.5, 0.75, 1.0. 
They are shown as Figures 3.3-3.5 in this section and Figures B.1-B.6 in Appendix 
B with individual figures for each type of power (mean, total, and perpendicular) 
and each frequency range (0.008-10 Hz, 0.017-10 Hz, and 0.025-10 Hz). Each column 
show's the integrated power for a different a Harming window value. Each figure's 
rows show the data with NIMF, SIMF, and all IMF orientations (AIMF) respectively. 
In this study, NIMF is considered to be IMF clock angles <60° and SIMF is IMF 
clock angles >120° AIMF considers all clock angles. Clock angle is calculated as 
arctan (^\ for the IMF in GSM. Figures B.1-B.3 show mean power, Figures 3.3-3.5 
show total power, and Figures B.4-B.6 show perpendicular power. Only the data 
from Cluster spacecraft 1 is used in these figures. 
As a increases, the overall integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in-
creases for all the figures, but the same main regions of enhanced power are present. 
When omitting the first and second frequencies, the overall integrated power is succes-
sively lowered, but the main regions of enhanced power are also still present. Figure 
3.6 examines the different regions of enhanced total power between NIMF and SIMF 
shown in Figure 3.4 for 0.017-10 Hz and a = 0.5. As mentioned above, the outlined 
regions of enhanced power in Figure 3.4 are visible in all the frequency ranges and a 
values of Figures 3.3-3.5. 
In Figures 3.3-3.5, for NIMF, there is a region of higher power tailward of the cusp 
proper. For SIMF, the region of higher power moves more towards the dayside lobe. 
These regions are labeled 1. in Figure 3.6. The location of enhanced power moves 
due to the movement of the reconnection site tailward or sunward due to NIMF or 
SIMF respectively. Additional examination of Figures 3.3-3.5 shows other repeated 
regions of enhanced power in the vicinity of the cusp for all three frequency ranges 
and a values. These groups of enhanced power are labeled 2-4 in Figure 3.6. The 
points that have higher power due to the spacecraft crossing from the tail-lobe into the 
magnetosheath, where there is a gradient in the magnetic field strength, are labeled 2. 
Group 2 points may also include power due to mirror mode waves. The points labeled 
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Figure 3.3: Total integrated power in the magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.008-10 
Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window with a 
= 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
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Figure 3.4: Total integrated power in the magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.017-10 
Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window with a 
= 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
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Figure 3.5: Total integrated power in the magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.025-10 
Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window with a 
= 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
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1. These group of points are due to cavity movement for NIMF vs. SIMF 
(weaker field in the cavity than in msh or msp). 
2. These group of points are due to spacecraft crossing from tail-lobe into 
magnetosheath (gradient in the field stregth) and possibly mirror mode waves. 
3. These group of points are due to mirror mode, Alfven, or ion cylotron waves. 
4. These group of points may be due to magnetotail reconnection. 
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Figure 3.6: Total integrated power of magnetic field fluctuations for Cluster spacecraft 
1 from 0.017-10 Hz for NIMF and SIMF from Figure 3.3 using Hanning window with 
a = 0.5. Regions of enhanced wave power are outlined. 
3. are in the magnetosheath and can be caused by mirror mode, Alfven, and ion-
cyclotron waves. The points labeled 4. could be caused by the effects of magnetotail 
reconnection propagating earthward. These groups are explained in more detail in 
Chapter 4. 
Performing a similar analysis for the mean and perpendicular power, it was seen 
that most of the same enhanced power regions as Figure 3.6 were identifiable, with 
and without frequency exclusions, and for every a. 
The use of a Hanning window with a ^ 0 . 5 changes the frequency response of the 
DFT. For a a = 0.5 window, there is better rejection of unwanted frequency signals 
(>10 Hz) then with a > 0.5 [Martin 2007]. The analysis in this section showed that 
even with windowing, the main regions of enhanced power were not diminished. For 
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these reasons, and the fact that a = 0.5 has been used for power studies before, such 
as in Nykyri et al [2003, 2004], a Hanning window with a = 0.5 was chosen. 
It was decided to only exclude the power at ^ ^ = 0.008 Hz when calculating 
the integrated power to avoid any extra artificial power. No other frequencies were 
excluded. 
3.3 Normalization 
Any window besides a rectangular window will typically result in decreased power 
when a Fourier transform is performed, so the power with a Hanning window of 
a — 1 is higher than if a ~ 0.5. In the event that windowing with a — 0.5 was 
underestimating the power because the windowed signal is increasingly decreased 
as you move away from the signal midpoint, a normalization process was used to 
correct the power level to what it would be without windowing (or a — 1), essentially 
multiplying the power by some factor. There is no spectral leakage reduction with a 
— 1 and there should be some level of spectral leakage reduction with a — 0.95. To 
determine if there was significant difference in normalizing to a ^ 1, the normalization 
to a — 0.95 was also performed. 
In the normalization process, the data was first windowed with a Hanning win-
dow with a = 0.5 and a FFT was performed. Two normalization calculations were 
performed to correct integrated power levels to what it would be with 1. a — 1 and 
2. a — 0.95. The area under the Hanning window was calculated for a — 0.5, 0.95, 
and 1. 
1. (Area under Hanning window a = 1)*(Integrated power of data using Hanning 
window a = 0.5)/(Area under Hanning window a = 0.5) = integrated power 
normalized to the level it should be at if the integrated power was calculated 
with a = 1 Hanning window (rectangular window). 
2. (Area under Hanning window a = 0.95)*(Integrated power of data using Han-
ning window a — 0.5)/(Area under Hanning window a = 0.5) = integrated 
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power normalized to the level it should be at if the integrated power was calcu-
lated with a = 0.95 Harming window. 
Figure 3.7 shows the normalized (green) and unnormalized (red) total power for the 
cusp crossing of 14 February 2003. Blue shows the powTer level that the normalized 
power (green) is trying to obtain (but green is with reduced spectral leakage). From 
this figure, it can be seen that the normalized power is mostly below the reference 
level (blue), as expected. The normalization process only overshoots the reference 
level at 6 two-minute segments over the entire cusp crossing of about 1800 two-
minute segments (an insignificant fraction of the total number of segments). Over all 
118 cusp crossings the study considered, the integrated daily power of the normalized 
signal was never higher than the integrated daily power of the reference signal. It was 
also seen that there was no significant difference in normalizing to a — 0.95 versus a 
— 1. A normalization to a — 1 was chosen because the a — 1 normalization has been 
used in other studies [Carozzi et al. 2001]. 
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Figure 3.7: Normalized (green) and unnormalized (red) integrated total power (Han-
ning windowed with a = 0.5) for Cluster cusp crossing on 14 February 2003. For 
the green curves, power is normalized to a = 1 (top) and a = 0.95 (bottom). For 
reference, the integrated total power calculated using a Hanning window with a -
1 and a = 0.95 is included in the top and bottom plots respectively (blue). Each 
data point is the integrated total power of a two minute data segment (points shown 
connected). 
Chapter 4 
Integrated Power 
4.1 Integrated Power 
In this chapter, the normalized mean, total and perpendicular integrated power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the four Cluster spacecrafts' 2001-2003 cusp crossings 
are presented in cusp normalized coordinates for different frequency ranges. Mean, 
total, and perpendicular power were defined in Section 2.4. Figure 4.1 shows inte-
grated power from 0.017-10 Hz. Figures 4.2 shows integrated power from 0.017-0.1 Hz. 
Figure 4.3 shows integrated power from 0.1-10 Hz. The rows present data for NIMF, 
SIMF, and AIMF. The first column is the mean power, the second column is the total 
power, and the third column is the perpendicular power. To see the unnormalized 
integrated power plots, see Appendix C. To see the data squares proportionally sized 
to the number of data points averaged (normalized integrated power), see Appendix 
D. For the standard deviation of the plots in Figure 4.1-4.3, see Section 4.2 below. 
The notable regions of increased integrated power in the magnetic field fluctuations 
from 0.017-10 Hz in Figure 4.1 are outlined in Figures 4.4-4.7. Figure 4.4 outlines 
the shift of the increased power due to reconnection site changes for NIMF versus 
SIMF. Figure 4.5 outlines the points with increased magnetic field fluctuation power 
because of a gradient in the magnetic field strength as Cluster moves from the MSP 
into the MSH. Power in these points may also be caused by mirror mode waves. 
Figure 4.6 highlights the points with increased power due to different wave modes 
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Figure 4.1: Normalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the mag-
netic field fluctuations of the 0.017-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. 
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Figure 4.2: Normalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the mag-
netic field fluctuations of the 0.017-0.1 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. 
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Figure 4.3: Normalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the mag-
netic field fluctuations of the 0.1-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF. 
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present in the MSH. A justification for three specific wave modes (IC, Alfven, and 
mirror) being present is provided later in this section. Figure 4.7 outlines the points 
that may have increased power due to effects of magnetotail reconnection propagating 
towards Earth. These points are at a location where the field lines could be open and 
about to reconnect, or closed and newly reconnected. Lin et al [2000] showed that 
~0.0006-0.0022 Hz compressional magnetic field fluctuations were seen by the WIND 
spacecraft in the magnetotail following dipolarization of the field lines. Although 
this is about an order of magnitude lower then the lowest frequency in this study, 
this does not rule out the possibility of some other type of magnetotail wave or 
fluctuation causing enhanced power near Earth. Simulations by Ma et al. [1995] have 
shown that magnetotail reconnection generates Alfven waves that propagate parallel 
to the local magnetic field. This type of fluctuation could be causing this region of 
enhanced power. An analysis of the particle flux at these points could help support 
the magnetotail-reconnection-effect propagation hypothesis. 
These four possible causes of enhanced power are summarized in Figure 4.8 for 
NIMF versus SIMF at 0.017-10 Hz. Most of these four regions of enhanced power 
also appear in the power plots of the frequency ranges 0.017-0.1 Hz and 0.1-10 Hz. 
When examining the total and perpendicular power from 0.017-0.1 Hz, shown in 
Figure 4.2, there are regions of increased power that change location with NIMF and 
SIMF which can be attributed to the change in reconnection site location with NIMF 
versus SIMF (see similar points outlined in Figure 4.4). In Section 1.4, some of the 
magnetic field fluctuations were shown just to be the back and forth motion of the 
cusp structure over the spacecraft. Some of the enhanced power of the magnetic field 
fluctuations at the cusp boundaries for the 0.017-0.1 Hz frequency range will come 
from this source. Enhanced power points similar to those outlined in Figure 4.5, are 
seen at the total and perpendicular power from 0.017-0.1 Hz. For SIMF, these plots 
show enhanced power along the first field line poleward of the cusp. The cause is a 
gradient in the magnetic field strength as the spacecraft moves from the MSP into the 
MSH. The enhanced power possibly due to magnetotail reconnection in 0.017-0.1 Hz 
is seen for SIMF at all power types (see similar points outlined in Figure 4.7). NIMF 
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Figure 4.4: Locations of increased power in magnetic field fluctuations due to different 
reconnection sites during NIMF versus SIMF, 0.017-10 Hz. 
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Figure 4.5: Locations of increased power in magnetic field fluctuations due to space-
craft crossing from magnetotail into magnetosheath (gradient in the magnetic field 
strength) and/or mirror mode waves, 0.017-10 Hz. 
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Figure 4.6: Locations of increased power in magnetic field fluctuations due to different 
wave modes in the magnetosheath, 0.017-10 Hz. 
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Figure 4.7: Locations of increased power in magnetic field fluctuations possibly due 
to magnetotail reconnection, 0.017-10 Hz. 
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Figure 4.8: Normalized total integrated power of the magnetic field fluctuations from 0.017-10Hz for NIMF and 
SIMF from Figure 4.1. Regions of enhanced wave power are outlined. 
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does not have data at that location so no magnetotail reconnection conclusions are 
drawn for NIMF 
As shown in Denton et al [1995] and Figure 1.8, mirror mode waves can be ex-
pected to have frequencies less than 0.1 Hz. They contribute to the low frequency 
enhanced mean (compressional) integrated power outlined in Figure 4.6. The plasma 
parameters in the magnetosheath, such as the plasma ft (ratio of the plasma pres-
sure to the magnetic pressure) and ratio of the perpendicular to parallel plasma 
temperatures, ^f, determine the amount of free energy available for fluctuations. _L 
and || respectively refer to the direction perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic-
field. The free energy available will determine if the dominant fluctuation type is 
mirror mode waves or cyclotron modes [Soucek et al. 2008]. For mirror mode waves, 
f^- > 1 + 4- [Hasegawa 1969] and for proton cyclotron waves, T± > 7j| [Soucek et al. 
2008]. 
The cyclotron frequency of a charged particle of charge q and mass m in a magnetic 
field of magnitude B is given by fcyclotron = j ^ - In the cusp and nearby surrounding 
regions, a magnetic field strength of 1-50 nT is normal, so the local proton cyclotron 
frequency would be about 0.01-1 Hz. The power plot from 0.017-0.1 Hz (Figure 4.2) 
and 0.1-10 Hz (Figure 4.3) includes power from proton cyclotron waves. For larger 
mass particles, the cyclotron frequency can be even lower then 0.1 Hz so enhanced 
power in 0.017-0.1 Hz (Figure 4.2) can have a contribution from IC waves. By ana-
lyzing the regions of enhanced magnetic field fluctuations for the IC frequency range, 
a source of particle energization may be found. It has been shown that the gener-
ation of IC waves in the cusp is related to reconnection flows and counterstreaming 
beams [he et al 2001; Nykyri et al 2003] so these are some of the sources of increased 
fluctuation power. 
From a minimum variance analysis [Sonnerup and Scheible 1998] of the Cluster 
cusp crossing on 17 March 2001 (one of the cusp ciossings used in this study), left-hand 
polarized Alfven/ion cyclotron waves were detected by Nykyri et al. [2004]. Alfven 
waves are a MHD wave mode at a lower frequency than the IC frequency. Because 
the IC range can vary widely in the cusp and surrounding boundaries, the frequency 
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of Alfven waves have a broad range too. Alfven waves are a source of increased power 
in the power plots showing 0.017-0.1 Hz and 0.1-10 Hz. 
When examining the total and perpendicular power from 0.1-10 Hz, shown in 
Figure 4.3, there are regions of increased power that change location with NIMF and 
SIMF which can be attributed to the change in reconnection site with NIMF versus 
SIMF (see similar points outlined in Figure 4.4). A slight enhancement in the total 
and perpendicular power along the first poleward field line from the cusp is seen for 
SIMF which can be attributed to a gradient in the magnetic field strength as the 
spacecraft move from the MSP to MSH (see similar points outlined in Figure 4.5). 
As shown earlier in this section, the local cyclotron frequency could be greater than 
0.1 Hz, which means that cyclotron wave power could be present in the 0.1-10 Hz 
integrated power plots. Also, as shown above, Alfven waves could also be present from 
0.1-10 Hz (for IC and Alfven induced power, see similar points outlined in Figure 4.6). 
The enhanced power possibly due to magnetotail reconnection in 0.1-10 Hz is seen 
for SIMF at all power types (see similar points outlined in Figure 4.7). In Section 
1.4, the frequency range of actual wave turbulence was defined to be dependent on 
the dimension of the cusp cavity. Considering that it can take a fast mode wave 1-10 
seconds to travel through the cavity, it is plausible that fluctuations in the 0.1-10 Hz 
range could be wave turbulence. 
4.2 Standard Deviation 
The standard deviation of each plot square was calculated using Equation 4.1. N is 
the number of data points averaged in the square and x is the average of all data 
points in the square. 
Gx — 
\ 
iX>,-J)2 (4.1) 
Figure 4.9 shows the standard deviation for the mean, total, and perpendicular 
power in the magnetic field fluctuations in the 0.017-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, 
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SIMF, and AIMF. Figure 4.10 shows the standard deviation of the same plots in the 
0.017-0.1 Hz frequency range, and Figure 4.11 shows 0.1-10 Hz. 
A comparison of Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11 shows that more points have a higher 
standard deviation when lower frequencies are included. As shown in Figure 2.3, a 
gradual cusp may have low frequency magnetic field fluctuations on the order of 0.5-5 
nT after detrending. From Figure 1.7, a DMC may have low frequency fluctuations on 
the order of 20-50 nT after detrending. The relatively small fluctuations of a gradual 
cusp do not have a lot of power in them. Because of the relatively large magnetic 
field fluctuations seen with a DMC, DMC crossings will have higher integrated power. 
Because this study examines the power of both gradual and DMC crossings together, 
the standard deviation in this cusp is expected to be high at the lower frequencies 
analyzed. Power in the higher frequency fluctuations are of the same order for gradual 
cusps and DMCs so no increase in the standard deviation is expected nor seen for the 
higher frequencies analyzed. 
The mean, total, and perpendicular integrated power for the frequency ranges 
0.017-10 Hz, 0.017-0.1 Hz, and 0.1-10 Hz is shown in Figures 4.12-4.14 with the data 
squares scaled proportional to its standard deviation value. The largest square size 
corresponds to a standard deviation of 0 nT2 and the smallest square corresponds 
to a standard deviation of 100 nT2 or greater. These figures show that the regions 
of highest power tend to have the largest standard deviation. The analysis in the 
previous section relied on the precision of the enhanced integrated power values so it 
may seem that the conclusions obtained may not be completely accurate. Without 
accounting for the effect of a gradual cusp versus a DMC though, all standard devi-
ation values should be looked at and used with care. Also, not all waves and sources 
of enhanced power may be present at all cusp crossings. For example, a certain data 
square may have a few crossings of similar and high power levels due to IC waves and 
have low (and similar) wave power all other days. The standard deviation of that 
data square could be relatively large and suggest that the precision is low when the 
data may in fact be very precise for two separate categories of the data, days with 
wave activity and days without wave activity. This is also the case if there is usually 
a lot of wave power (of similar level) but there are a few days with no wave power. 
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Figure 4.9: Standard deviation for the mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.017-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. 
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Figure 4.10: Standard deviation for the mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.017-0.1 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. 
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Figure 4.11: Standard deviation for the mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.1-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. 
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Figure 4.12: Normalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.017-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. The data square is scaled smaller with higher standard deviation. 
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Figure 4.13: Normalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.017-0.1 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. The data square is scaled smaller with higher standard deviation. 
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Figure 4.14: Normalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.1-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. The data square is scaled smaller with higher standard deviation. 
Chapter 5 
Concluding Remarks 
Understanding the origin and type of magnetic field fluctuations in the cusp is impor-
tant for studying a possible correlation with high energy particle fluxes in the high 
altitude cusp. In summary, for this study, the solar wind and geomagnetic conditions 
of 118 Cluster cusp crossings from 2001-2003 were used to normalize the orbital data 
to cusp normalized coordinates. The FGM magnetic field data was detrended to re-
move the background magnetic field. The data segment was windowed with a periodic 
Hanning window of a = 0.5 to prevent spectral leakage in a DFT. In frequency space, 
the mean, total, and perpendicular integrated power was calculated and normalized 
to the level it would be at if a rectangular window were used. The three types of 
power were then analyzed for the frequency ranges 0.017-10 Hz, 0.017-0.1 Hz, and 
0.1-10 Hz for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF. 
In all three frequency ranges, the integrated power plots show that a region of 
higher integrated power at the cusp is more tailward of the cusp for northward IMF 
and sunward for southward IMF This movement of the location of higher power is 
consistent with the formation of diamagnetic cavity regions more tailward of the cusp 
for northward IMF and more sunward for southward IMF because the location of 
magnetic reconnection changes with northern versus southern IMF 
Possible sources of integrated power in the cusp proper or diamagnetic cavity also 
include reconnection flows, flux transfer events, and the back and forth motion of 
cusp boundaries. At cusp boundaries, sources of power include the back and forth 
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motion of the nightside MSP-cusp boundary passing by the spacecraft, the back and 
forth motion of the cusp-MSH boundary by the spacecraft, and the back and forth 
motion of the cusp-dayside MSP boundary by spacecraft. 
There are regions of increased power where the spacecrafts cross from the tail lobe 
into the magnetopause and magnetosheath. The increased power could be caused by 
a gradient in the magnetic field strength as the spacecraft traverses this boundary. 
Points in this region could also be due to mirror mode waves. These regions of higher 
power were seen for SIMF at all frequency ranges considered. NIMF did not have 
any trajectories directly from the MSP into the MSH. 
In the magnetosheath, sources of wave power include mirror mode, IC, and Alfven 
waves at low frequencies and IC and Alfven waves at high frequencies. IC waves also 
exist in the cusp. Analysis of individual cusp crossings can identify the specific wave 
type and corresponding location. 
Enhanced power poleward of the cusp was observed. Because the power was on 
field lines that were open (about to reconnect) or closed (recently reconnected), it is 
plausible to hypothesize that magnetotail reconnection could be driving fluctuations 
earthward of the reconnection site. An examination of the power at similar field lines 
near the southern hemisphere polar cusp would be useful in further analysis. 
Because of the nature of wave travel through the cusp, some of the fluctuation 
power in 0.1-10 Hz range could be wave turbulence. Some of the fluctuation power 
from 0.017-0.1 Hz could be due to the movement of the cusp structure. 
Wavelet analysis could be used as an additional method of studying the power 
spectrum and integrated power instead of just the discrete Fourier transform. A 
different integration technique will yield different integrated power values and perhaps 
larger or smaller enhanced power regions in the cusp normalized maps. 
This study showed high standard deviations for the larger integrated power values 
in the data squares. The use of other cusp crossings (other years) in addition to the 
crossings used this study will increase the number of data points averaged in the 
data squares, possibly reducing the standard deviations. The 118 crossings used were 
chosen so comparison with previously published work, Lavraud et al [2004, 2005], 
could be done. Because it is known that a DMC will have more power in the magnetic 
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field fluctuations than a gradual cusp, perfoimmg a separate power analysis for each 
of the two cusp types separately may be beneficial At the very least, it would lead 
to more precise standard deviation values in the cusp for each type of ciossmg 
The next step m this analysis is to use particle flux data from the Research with 
Adaptive Particle Imaging Detectors (RAPID) instruments on Cluster Maps will be 
made of the amount of particle flux in and around the cusp (using the same cusp 
normalized coordinate system as m this study) By analyzing both the regions of 
enhanced flux and magnetic field fluctuations, a correlation could be found between 
the two It may also provide evidence to support or deny the local wave acceleration 
theory of high energy cusp populations As stated in Niehof et al [2010], "due to the 
cusp's magnetic connection to many different regions of geospace, these particles may 
have significant effects when propagated out of the cusp or may be useful to remotely 
sense processes elsewhere in geospace " 
Appendix A 
IDL Code 
All computer code for this study was written in Interactive Data Language (IDL). 
A.l Data Preparation Code 
statcuspsavephr_norm.pro Adapted from code courtesy of Elena Budnik, ob-
tained through private communication. Produces .sav files with the normalized 
(Cl_P*__HR_norm2.sav) and unnormalized (Cl_P*_HR_2.sav) integrated mean, 
total and perpendicular power. 
; Cusp Statistics 
; stat cuspsavephr_norm.pro ;saves normalized data 
; Creates .sav File for Plotmg ColorCoded turbulence on cusp - normalized field grid 
Input, "orb [S ,T] YDDD . res" and " cond [S , J'] YDDD . res " files 
September 2010 
a= [0.5 , 1 . 0] , a Ipha values for hanning window 
norm = >n' 
for hrnum=l,2 do begin , 1:0. 0083-0.25 12.0.0083-1 13.0.0083-10 14:1-10 15.0.1-10 
16:0.0028-10 Ez 
for scnum = 2,4 do begin, c/iooses cluster spacecraft 
scnums = string(scnum , ' ( ll) ' );spacecraft number, string 
seldate = 'n', choose specific date to read&plot7 
preent = 'y'; */ seldate y, run specific date again and again for debugmg* 
date= ' * 
if preent eq 'y' then date=»20031 *' 
; Mam Definitions 
StartTime - > ' 
TimelntAll ' J 
TimeInt=>0000000001000000' 
Start ' ' 
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, for data from cond* asc files 
ParRet fltarr(4) , RamPressure , IMF[3] 
SW.PAR fltarr(4) , Np, Vp, alpha ratio, Tp [K] 
dst 0 0 
delay 0 0 
, for data from orb* asc files 
TimeOrb dblarr(5) , UNIX time sees from 1970-01-01 
XYZ fltarr(3,5) , orbit cusp - normalised frame 
XYZ.GSM fltarr(3,5) , orbit gsm 
XYZ.SM fltarr(3,5) , orbit sm 
B_T96_gsm fltarr(3,5) , model T96 field for real condition 
B.IMF = fltarr(3) 
, Start Reading Files -
openw,gaps,'DataGapsOver2min txt',/GET_LUN 
close,gaps 
FREE.LUN, gaps 
$ **************$****t^*4***************************$ 
, RES,DIR => put name of directory where you keep 
, cond* and orb* files 
f******4*************************************$*4**** 
RES.DIR = 'sc'+scnums+'hr/', 
if seldate eq 'y* then begin 
if preent eq 'n' then READ,date,PR0MPT='Enter Date to Process, format yyyydoy 
FileNames FindFile(RES.DIR+»cond.> + dat e+ ' asc',count = NFiles) 
endif else FileNames = FindFlie(RES.DIR+»cond.* asc>,count=NFiles) 
powerarray PTRARR(1,NFiles ,/ALLOCATE.HEAP) 
powerarraya PTRARR(1,NFiles ,/ALLOCATE.HEAP) 
Bpsizep = PTRARR(1,NFiles,/ALLOCATE.HEAP) 
for FN 0, NFiles -1 do begin 
openr , COND, FileNames[FN] ,/GET.LUN 
openr , ORB, RES.DIR+>orbY.> + STRMID(FileNames [FN] ,STRLEN(RES.DIR)+5,7) + ' 
asc.with.sm' ,/GET.LUN 
readf, COND, StartTime 
print, StartTime 
^ ^ • t t t t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
GET HERE YOUR DATA ARRAY FOR 
Start Time StartTime, and Time Interval TimelntAll 
, the FGM data file name has the date in different format 
, The StartTime string has the year, day of the year -1 and 
jStart time for the orbital and condition data He need to read these 
,mformation and convert into form so that we can easily open the FGM 
,data files of the type C1_PP_FGM_20011213_V01 cdf C1.PP_FGM- year - month - day.VO1 cdf 
,note that we have dayoy+1 because the original string has been saved 
, as dayoy - 1 
y e a r = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T r i m ( S t a r t t i m e , 2 ) , 0, 4 ) ) 
dayoy = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T n m ( S t a r t t i m e ,2) , 4 , 3 ) ) 
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h o u r = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T n m ( S t a r t t i m e , 2 ) , 7 , 2 ) ) 
min = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T r i m ( S t a r t t i m e , 2 ) , 9 , 2 ) ) 
s e c = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T r i m ( S t a r t t i m e , 2 ) , 1 1 , 2 ) ) 
m s e c = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T r l m ( S t a r t t l m e , 2 ) , 1 3 , 3 ) ) 
e h o u r = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T r i m ( S t a r t t i m e , 2 ) , 2 4 , 2 ) ) 
e m i n = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T r i m ( S t a r t t i m e , 2 ) , 2 6 , 2 ) ) 
e s e c = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T r l m ( S t a r t t i m e , 2 ) , 2 8 , 2 ) ) 
e m s e c = F i x ( S t r M i d ( S t r T r i m ( S t a r t t i m e , 2 ) , 3 0 , 3 ) ) 
CALDAT , J U L D A Y ( 1 , d a y o y + 1 , y e a r ) , m o n t h , d a y 
e n d m 5 ' n ' 
i f ( m i n e q 5 ) o r ( m m eq 15) o r ( m m eq 25 ) o r 
5 5 ) t h e n b e g i n 
e m i n e m i n - 1 
e n d i n 5 ' y ' 
e n d i f 
if ( e m m eq 5) or ( e m m eq 15) or (emin eq 25) 
eq 55) then emin e m m - 1 
t m m = hour + min/60. + sec/3600. 
tmax = t m m + ehour + e m m / 6 0 .+esec/3600. 
secondfile= 'n ' 
if tmax gt 24. then begin 
,some intervals continue into second day 
dayoy2=dayoy+l 
CALDAT, JULDAYd, dayoy2 + l, year), month2 , day2 
hour2=0. 
t m m 2 = 0 . 
ehour2=hour+ehour-24. 
e m m 2 = e m m 
esec2=esec 
tmax2 = tmin2 + ehour2 + m m / 6 0 . + emm2/60 . + esec2/3600. 
secondfile= 'y' 
tmax=24. 
if e n d m 5 eq 'y' then begin 
tmax = 23+(59/60.) 
endif 
endif 
, now let 's open the FGM f i l e corresponding to this year, month day 
if month It 10 and day ge 10 then begin 
namefgm=FINDFILE(RES_DIR+'C*_'+strmid(string(year ,'(14)') , 2 , 2) + strmg(0, ' (il) ') + 
string(month , ' (il) ' ) + string(day, '(12)')+'_*.DAT'), magnetic data 
if secondflie eq 'y' then begin 
if day2 It 10 then begin 
namefgm2=FINDFILE(RES_DIR+'C*_'+strmid(string(year,'(i4)'),2,2)+string(0,'(il)')+ 
string (month2 , ' (il) ') + s t r m g ( 0 , » (il) ' ) + str m g ( day 2 , ' (il) ') + '.*. DAT') , magnetic 
data 
endif else begin 
namefgm2=FINDFILE(RES_DIR+'C*_'+strmid(string(year, '(i4) ') , 2 , 2) + st r m g (0 , ' (il) ') + 
string(month2 , ' (il) ' ) + strmg(day2,'(i2)')+'_*.DAT'), magnetic data 
endelse 
endif 
endif 
if month It 10 and day It 10 then begin 
namefgm = FINDFILE(RES_DIR+'C*_' + strmid(string(year , '(i4) ') ,2 , 2)+string(0, ' (il) ') + 
string(month, '(il) ») + string(0, '(il) ')+ string(day,'(il) ') + '_*.DAT'), magnetic data 
if secondfile eq 'y» then begin 
if day2 It 10 then begin 
namefgm2 = FINDFILE(RES_DIR+'C*.' + strmid(string(year , '(i4) ') ,2 ,2) + strmg(0,'(11)') + 
string(month2 , '(il) ') + string(0, '(il) ') + strmg(day2,'(il) ') + '_*.DAT'), magnetic 
data 
endif else begin 
( m m eq 35) or(min eq 45) or(mm eq 
or ( e m m eq 35) or(emm eq 45) or(emm 
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namefgm2=FINDFILE(RES.DIR+'C*_' +strmid(string(year, ' (i4) ') , 2 , 2) + strmg(0, ' (il) ') + 
string(month2 , ' (il) ' ) + strmg(day2,'(i2) ') + '_*.DAT'), magnetic data 
endelse 
endif 
endif 
if month ge 10 and day ge 10 then begin 
namefgm = FINDFILE(RES_DIR+ ' C*_ » + strmid(string(year, ' (i4) ') , 2 , 2) + strmg(month, ' (i2) ') + 
strmg(day ,'( i2) ') + '_*. DAT') , magnetic data 
if secondflie eq 'y' then begin 
namefgm2=FINDFILE(RES.DIR+'C*_' +strmid(string(year , '(i4) ') ,2 , 2)+string(month2 , ' (i2) ') 
+ string(day2 ,'(i2) ') + '_*.DAT'), magnetic data 
endif 
endif 
if month ge 10 and day It 10 then begin 
namefgm = FINDFILE(RES_DIR+'C*_' + strmid(string(year, '(i4)') , 2,2) + string(month, '(i2)') + 
string(0,'(il)' ) + string(day,'(il)') + '_*.DAT'), magnetic data 
if secondflie eq 'y' then begin 
if day2 It 10 then begin 
namefgm2 = FINDFILE(RES.DIR+,C*_, + strmid(string(year, '(i4)') ,2 , 2)+string(month2 , '(i2) ') 
+ strmg(0 ,'( il) ' ) + s t n n g (day2 ,'( il) ') + '_*. DAT ' ) , magnetic data 
endif else begin 
namefgm2 = FINDFILE(RES_DIR+'C*_' + strmid(string(year . '(i4) ') ,2 , 2) + string(month2 , '(i2) ') 
+ strmg (day2 ,'( i2) ') + '_*. DAT') , magnetic data 
endelse 
endif 
endif 
readf gmhr , namef gm , nf gm , t lmem , b, , tmm_ t , tmax_ t 
tmin.t tin in 
tmax.t tmax 
datagapflllhr , nfgm, timem, b, tmin.t, tmax.t, timemnew, bnew,nnew,Starttlme , do 
linear interpolation over data gaps 
timem timemnew 
b bnew 
nfgm nnew 
if secondflie eq 'y' then begin 
readfgmhr , namefgm2 , nfgm2,timem2 , b2 , , tmin2_ t , tmax2_t 
tmm2_t t m m 2 
tmax2_t = tmax2 
datagapf lllhr , nf gm2 , timem2, b2 , tmm2_t , tmax2_t , timemnew2, bnew2,nnew2, 
Starttlme 
timem2 timemnew2 
b2 bnew2 
nfgm2 = nnew2 
endif 
, now let 's pull out the b-field data for tmm and tmax and 
hindbd,60.* tmin,60.*tmax,nfgm,timem,lms,lme 
nt ceil ( ( t imem( lme ) -1 imem( lms ) ) /2) , M of 2 mm interval s in cusp crossing 
Bp make.array(3,nt,/FLOAT) 
Bpa make.array(3,nt,/FLOAT) 
J i m s 
k ims 
cnt = t m m *60 . 
for l = 0,nt-2 do begin 
while (timem(k) It cnt+2) do begin 
k k + 1 
endwhile 
if (timem(j) It cnt) then J=J+1 
if (timem(k) gt cnt) then k=k-l 
m k-j 
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B _ 2 m m = f I t a r r (4 , m + 1) 
t _ 2 m i n = f l t a r r ( m + l ) 
f o r 111 = 0 , m do b e g i n 
B _ 2 m m ( 0 , m ) = b ( 0 , j ) 
B _ 2 m i n ( l , i n ) = b ( l , j ) 
B _ 2 m i n ( 2 , i n ) = b ( 2 , j ) 
m ( 3 , i n ) 
in ( i n ) = t imem( j ) 
J * 1 
B.2 
t_2 
3 = 
endfor 
srhr.norm 
SQRT((b(0,j))~2+(b(l,j))~2+(b(2,j))~2) 
B_2min , t_2mm . Psig ,Fsig , hrnum , a (0) , norm 
i)=Psig(*) 
rhr.norm ,B_2mm ,t_2min ,Psig ,Fsig ,hrnum ,a(l) ,norm 
(*,i)=Psig(*) 
k 
= cnt+2 
powe 
Bp( 
powe 
Bpa( 
3 
cnt 
endfor 
k lme 
if (timem(j) It cnt) then J = J + 1 
m k-j 
B _ 2 m m 
t _2min 
powe 
Bp(* 
powe 
Bpa( 
fltarr(4,m+l) 
fltarr(m+1) 
for 111 0, m do begin 
B_2mm(0 ,111) b(0 , j ) 
B _ 2 m m ( l , m ) 
B_2min(2,111) 
B_2mm (3 , 111) 
t . 2 m m (111) 
3 3 + 1 
endfor 
rhr.norm ,B_2mm ,t_2min ,Psig ,Fsig , hrnum , a (0) , norm 
,i)=Psig(*) 
rhr.norm ,B_2min ,t_2mm ,Psig ,Fsig , hrnum ,a(l) ,norm 
*,i)=Psig(*) 
b(l,j) 
b(2,j) 
SQRT((b(0,j))-2+(b(l,j))-2+(b(2,]))~2) 
tlmem(j) 
nt2=0 
if secondfile eq 'y' then begin 
hmdbd,60 *tmin2,60 * tmax2 , nf gm2 , t imem2 , ims2 , ime2 
diff2 = ime2-ims2 
if diff2 ne 0 then begin 
nt2 = ceil ( ( t imem2 ( ime2 ) - t imem2 ( ims2 ) )/2) ,# of 2 mm interval s in cusp crossing 
Bp2 make.array(3,nt2,/FLOAT) 
Bp2a = make.array(3,nt2,/FLOAT) 
j ims2 
k ims2 
cnt = tmm2*60 
for 11 0,nt2-2 do begin 
while (timem2(k) It cnt+2) do begin 
k k + 1 
endwhile 
if (timem2(j) It cnt) then J=J+1 
if (timem2(k) gt cnt) then k=k-l 
m k- j 
B_2min fItarr(4,m+1) 
t_2mm f ltarr (m + 1) 
for 111 - 0, m do begin 
B _ 2 m m ( 0 , 1 1 1 ) b 2 ( 0 , j ) 
B _ 2 m m ( 1 , 1 1 1 ) 
B _ 2 m m (2 , 1 1 1 ) 
B _ 2 m m ( 3 , 1 1 1 ) 
t . 2 m m ( 1 1 1 ) 
j J + 1 
endfor 
powerhr.norm ,B_2mm ,t_2mm ,Psig ,Fsig , hrnum , a(0) , norm 
Bp2 (* , n)=Psig(*) 
powerhr.norm ,B_2mm ,t_2min ,Psig ,Fsig , hrnum ,a(l) .norm 
Bp2a(* , n)=Psig(*) 
3 k 
b2(l,j) 
b2(2,j) 
SQRT((b2(0,3))-2+(b2(l,j))"2+(b2(2 , j))~2) 
timem2(j) 
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cnt = cnt+2 
endfor 
k ime2 
if (timem2(j) It cnt) then J=J+1 
m k-j 
B _ 2 m m f ltarr (4 , m+1) 
t_2min fltarr(m+l) 
for 111 0, m do begin 
B _ 2 m m ( 0 , m ) b2(0,j) 
B . 2 m m ( l , m ) b2(l,j) 
B _ 2 m m ( 2 , i n ) b2(2, j) 
B _ 2 m m ( 3 , i n ) SQRT ( ( b2 (0 , j )) ~2+ ( b2 (1 , j ) ) "2+ ( b2 (2 , j )) "2) 
t_2min ( i n ) timem2(j) 
3 3 + 1 
endf or 
powerhr.norm ,B_2mm ,t_2min ,Psig.Fsig,hrnum,a(0) ,norm 
Bp2(* ,n)=Psig(*) 
powerhr.norm ,B_2mm ,t_2mm ,Psig ,Fsig , hrnum , a(l) , norm 
Bp2a(* , n)=Psig (*) 
Bp [[Bp],[Bp2]] 
Bpa [[Bpa],[Bp2a]] 
endif ,d i f f 2 ne 0 
endif ,secondfile eq y 
Bpsize nt+nt2 
• powerarray [FN] = Bp 
*powerarraya [FN] Bpa 
*Bpsizep[FN] Bpsize 
close , I±lie 
FREE.LUN , COND , ORB 
endfor , all files are processed 
if norm eq 'y' then begin 
SAVE.powerarray,powerarraya.Bpsizep,FILENAME='C'+scnums+'_P'+strtrim(string(hrnum),2) 
+ '_HR_norm2 sav ' , $ 
DESCRIPTION^' integrated power does not include 0 0083Hz powerarray = (normalized 
integrated power) columnO=mean/compresslonalI columnl=trace/total| column2= 
perp powerarraya=integrated power with rectangular window, same columns as 
powerarray",/verbose 
endif else begin 
SAVE.powerarray.powerarraya,Bpsizep,FILENAME='C'+scnums+'_P'+strtrim(string(hrnum),2) 
+'_HR_2 sav',$ 
DESCRIPTION^' integrated power does not include 0 0083Hz powerarray = (not normalized 
integrated power) column0=mean/compresslonal| columnl=trace/total| column2= 
perp powerarraya=integrated power with rectangular window, same columns as 
powerarray",/verbose 
endelse 
endfor ,scnum, data file for this spacecraft is done 
endfor , f r e q u e n c y range of hrnum finished 
end 
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powerhrnorm.pro Adapted from code courtesy of Katariina Nykyri. Calcu-
lates the integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power. Also normalizes the power. 
Pro powerhr.norm,signal.l,tsig,psignal,fsig,hrnum,a,norm 
nsignal = N_ELEMENTS(signal.1(1 ,*)) 
psignal=FLTARR(3) 
fsig=FLTARR(nsignal/2+1) 
if nsignal ne 1 then detrendb2,tsig,signal.1,0,nsignal-1,signal else signal=signal.1 
, signal =signal _1 , uncomment this Ime&comment line above for data without detrending 
^calculate ratio of area under windows of different alphas 
nsig = nsignal 
mdw = 0 
indw2=nsig-1 
wmlp = HANNING(nsig ,alpha = l) 
wmp5 = HANNING(nsig .alpha = 0.5) 
intwinlp = total ( (wmlp(mdw indw2 - 1) + winlp ( mdw + 1 . mdw2 ) )/2 . * 1 ) 
mtwinp5 = total( (wmp5(indw. indw2 -l)+winp5( indw + 1 . mdw2) )/2 . *1 ) 
ratio = intwmlp / mtwinp5 
if (a eq 1) then ratio=l,t/ rectangular window is used, don3t normalize 
if N.ELEMENTS(norm) eq 0 then norm='y' 
if (norm eq 'n') then ratio = l, i/ norm= ' n ' , don } t normalize (le multiply by 1) 
hfsignalx=FFT(HANNING(nsignal,alpha=a)*signal(0,*)) 
hfsignaly=FFT(HANNING(nsignal,alpha=a)*signal(1,*)) 
hfsignalz=FFT(HANNING(nsignal,alpha=a)*signal(2,*)) 
hfsignaltot=FFT(HANNING(nsignal,alpha=a)*signal(3,*)) 
hpx=abs(hfsignalx(0-nsignal/2.))~2 
hpy = abs (hfsignaly(0.nsignal/2.))~2 
hpz=abs(hfsignalz(0.nsignal/2.))~2 
hpmean=abs(hfsignaltot(0:nsignal/2.))~2 
hptrace=hpx+hpy+hpz 
hpperp=hptrace-hpmean 
hpratio=hpperp/hpmean 
delt=60.*(tsig(nsignal-l)-tsig(O))/(nsignal-1) 
m2=FINDGEN(nsignal/2.+1) 
freq2 = m2/((nsignal- 1)*deIt) 
CASE hrnum OF 
0. mdeces=where(freq2 ge l./(2 *60 )) 
1. indeces=where(freq2 ge l./(2.*60.)) 
2. indeces-where(freq2 ge l./(2.*60.)) 
3. mdeces=where(freq2 ge l./(2.*60 )) 
4. indeces=where(freq2 ge 1.) 
5. mdeces = where (f req2 ge 0 1) 
6. indeces=where(freq2 ge l./(6.*60.)) 
7. indeces=where(freq2 ge 0.1) 
endcase 
CASE hrnum OF 
0 m d e c e s 2 = w h e r e ( f r e q 2 ge 0 .1 ) 
1. m d e c e s 2 = w h e r e ( f r e q 2 ge l . / ( 2 *4 ) ) 
2 . m d e c e s 2 = w h e r e ( f r e q 2 ge 1.) 
3 . i n d e c e s 2 = w h e r e ( f r e q 2 ge 1 0 . ) 
4 . i n d e c e s 2 = w h e r e ( f r e q 2 ge 10 . ) 
5 . i n d e c e s 2 = w h e r e ( f r e q 2 ge 10 . ) 
6 . m d e c e s 2 = w h e r e ( f r e q 2 ge 10 . ) 
7 m d e c e s 2 = w h e r e ( f r e q 2 ge 1.) 
endcase 
i n d = m d e c e s (0) 
m d 2 = i n d e c e s 2 (0) 
m d 3 = N_ELEMENTS(freq2) -1 
i f ind2 eq -1 t h e n m d 2 = m d 3 
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i f ind eq m d 2 then ind = m d - 1 
if ind eq -1 t h e n m d = 0 
i f h r n u m l e 3 t h e n i n d = i n d + l , md - s t ar t <S0 008Hz , md+1 start<SO 01 6 Hz , md+2= s t art <S0 025 
f a c t o r = 2 * n s i g n a l * d e l t 
i f m d eq 0 a n d m d 2 e q 0 t h e n b e g i n 
p s i g n a l ( 0 ) = f a c t o r *hpme an ( m d ) * f r e q 2 ( m d ) 
p s i g n a l ( l ) = f a c t o r * h p t r a c e ( i n d ) * f r e q 2 ( i n d ) 
psignal(2)=factor*hpperp(ind)*freq2(ind) 
endif else begin 
fsig= freq2(0 nsignal/2) 
psignal(0)=total ( ( f act or *hpmean ( m d ind2-l)+ fact or *hpmean(ind + 1 ind2))/2 *(freq2( 
m d + 1 ind2) -f req2 ( m d md2-l)) )*ratio 
psignal(l)=total( (factor *hptrace(md md2-l)+ fact or *hptrace(ind + 1 ind2))/2 *(freq2( 
ind+1 ind2)-freq2(ind md2-l)) )*ratio 
psignal(2) = total( (fact or*hpperp(md ind2-l)+ fact or *hpperp(md + 1 md2))/2 *(freq2( 
m d + 1 md2)-f req2 ( ind ind2-l)) )*ratio 
endelse 
return 
end 
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A.2 Plotting Codes 
statcusp_multifigure.pro Adapted from code courtesy of Elena Budnik, obtained 
through private communication. Plots power figures in cusp normalized cooidinates. 
************************************************************************** 
Cusp Statistics 
statcusp.multifigure.pro ,uses C1_P*.HR_norm2. sav and C1_P*.HR.2.sav, stddev. 
sav files 
Plots ColorCoded SOMETHING 
on cusp - normalized field grid 
Input, "orb[S,T]YDDD. res" and "cond[S,T]YDDD. res" files 
June 2010 
* * * *********************************************************************** 
!p.multi = [0,3,3 ,0,1] 
thisLetter="141B, " 
alpha='!7'+Strlng(thlsLetter)+,!X, 
for hrnum = 0,7 do begin ,0.0.0083-0.1 11 .0.0083 - 0.25 12.0 0083-1 13. 0.0083-10 14.1-10 
15.0.1-101 6 0 0028-101 7.0.1-1 Hz 
for plotscnum=0,1 do begin 
f ********************** 
YOUR VALUES 
norm 'y' , use normalized data7 
if plotscnum eq 0 then plotsc 'y' else plotsc »n' , scale bins 
based on num of points7 
stddevsc 'n' ,scale bins based on standard deviation value7 
plotcoll = 'n' , max col orbar max calculated value7 
plotcol2 = 'y' f fl»*n colorbar = mm calculated value7 
Value.Max - 40 ,40 for hrnum 1-3,5-6, 0.5 for hrnum4 to use, set 
pi ot col 1=n 
Value.Min = 0.0 , to use, set plotcol2=n 
********************** 
if (plotsc eq 'y' and norm eq 'y') then FILE 'power_norm2.hr' + string(hrnum ,'(il)') + 
> scaled.eps ' 
if (plotsc eq 'y' and norm eq 'n') then FILE 'power2_hr'+string(hrnum,'(il)')+' 
scaled . eps ' 
if (plotsc eq 'n' and norm eq 'y') then FILE 'power_norm2.hr'+string(hrnum,'(il)')+ 
' .eps ' 
if (plotsc eq 'n' and norm eq 'n') then FILE ' power2_hr ' + string (hrnum ,'(il)')+ ' eps 
» 
if (hrnum eq 4 and Value.Max le 40.0 and plotsc eq 'y') then FILE='power.norm2.hr'+ 
string(hrnum,'(il)')+'_scaled_colorscaled.eps' 
if (hrnum eq 4 and Value.Max It 40.0 and plotsc eq 'n') then FILE='power.norm2.hr'+ 
string(hrnum, '(il) ') + '_colorscaled.eps' 
dev >X> 
dev 'PS' 
if stddevsc eq 'y' then begin 
RESTORE,filename='stddev.sav' ,/verbose 
FILE 'power.norm2.hr'+string(hrnum,'(il)')+'.stddevscaled.colorscaled.eps' 
endif 
Device Set Up 
set plot , DEV 
!P POSITION [0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00] 
if dev eq 'X' then begin 
DEVICE, Decomposed=0 
window, 0, xsize=500, ysize=500, retain 2 
ch 1, thickness of words 
th 1 , out I me of earth 
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lth 1, thickness of field lines 
endif 
if dev eq 'PS' then begin 
device, /COLOR, BITS=8, XSIZE=27 94, YSIZE=27 94, file=FILE, $ 
X0FFSET=0 84, YOFFSET =2 53, /BOLD, /ENCAPSULATED 
th = 2 
ch 3 
lth = 4 
endif 
for p 0,2 do begin , 0 mean, 1 trace, 2 perp 
if p eq 0 then ptype 'm' 
if p eq 1 then ptype 't' 
if p eq 2 then ptype 'p' 
for plotn 1,3 do begin , which IMF condition7 
seldate 'n', choose specific date to read&plot7 CANNOT USE THIS YET UITH SAV FILES 
preent 'n', if seldate y, run specific date again and again for debugmg7 
date= ' ' 
if preent eq 'y' then date='2001*' 
Plot Range 
XTitle=['X, R'DE' , ' ',' '] 
YTitle=['Z, R'DE ' ' ',' '] 
CASE plotn OF 
1 begin 
,MainTitle >N IMF. Iclock angle! < 20'Uo'N' 
MainTitle 'Power '+ptype+', N IMF. Iclock angle I < 60'Uo'N' 
angl=60 
ang2=-l *angl 
plotnh=0 965 
end 
2 begin 
MainTitle 'Power '+ptype+', S IMF, Iclock angle I > 120'Uo'N' 
angl=120 
plotnh=0 63 
end 
3 begin 
MainTitle = 'Power '+ptype+'. All IMF clock angles' 
angl=360 
ang2=-360 
plotnh=0 294 
end 
4 begin 
MainTitle 'Horizontal IMF, 60•Uo•N < Iclock angle| < 120'Uo'N' 
FILE = 'IMFH eps' 
end 
5 begin 
MainTitle '-90'Uo'N < clock angle < -60'Uo'N', (1) 
FILE = 'IMFH1 eps ' 
angl--60 
ang2=-90 
end 
6 begin 
MainTitle - '-120»Uo'N < clock angle < -90'Uo'N', (2) 
FILE 'IMFH2 eps' 
angl=-90 
ang2=-120 
end 
7 begin 
MainTitle '60'Uo'N < clock angle < 90'Uo'N', (3) 
FILE 'IMFH3 eps' 
angl=90 
ang2=60 
end 
8 begin 
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MainTitle = '90!Uo!N < clock angle < 120!Uo!N' , (4) 
FILE 'IMFH4.eps' 
angl=120. 
ang2=90. 
end 
9. begin 
MainTitle 'Duskward IMF, 45!Uo!N < clock angle < 135!Uo!N' 
FILE = 'IMFDusk.eps' 
angl=135. 
ang2=45. 
end 
10: begin 
MainTitle = 'Dawnward IMF, -135!Uo!N < clock angle < -45!Uo'N' 
FILE 'IMFDawn.eps' 
angl = -45. 
ang2=-135. 
end 
11. begin 
MainTitle '-120!Uo!N < clock angle < -60'Uo!N' 
FILE = 'IMFH5.eps ' 
angl=-60. 
ang2=-120. 
end 
12. begin 
MainTitle '60!Uo•N < clock angle < 120'Uo'N' 
FILE - 'IMFH6.eps' 
angl=120. 
ang2=60. 
end 
endcase 
? Settings for Averaging. Grid Preparation 
XRange [-5.0, 15.0] , [-5 ,15 ] 
YRange [0.0,15.0] 
ZRange [0.0, 20.0] , [0.0,20 0] 
YZangle 25. 
stepx .3 , 0.3 Re 
stepz .3 
Nx - fix((XRange(l)-XRange(0))/stepx+0.5) 
Nz fIX((ZRange(1)-ZRange(0))/stepz+0.5) 
stepx =(XRange(1)-XRange(0))/Nx 
stepz =(ZRange(1)-ZRange(0))/Nz 
Value = fltarr(Nx,Nz) 
N.value intarr(Nx,Nz) 
****************************************************** 
LOAD HERE YOUR COLOR TABLE 
loadct, 38, FILE=getenv("DDLIB")+"DDcolors.tbl" 
******************************************************** 
dnc = ID.N.C0L0RS < 256 
Earth, Field and Plot SetUp 
plot ,cos(fmdgen(40.)*'PI/40.) , sin(fmdgen(40.)*!PI/40.) , xrange = XRange , $ 
yrange = ZRange , xt it le = XTit le (0) , yt it le = YTit le (0 ) , t it le = MamTit le , $ 
xthick=2, ythick=2, thick th, charsize 1 5, color= dnc-1, xstyle 1, 
ystyle 1, $ 
charthick ch 
Plot Reference Frame and precalculat ed T96 field lines 
All orbital data have been converted into this frame 
Conditions. 
DATE. 2001-07-01 10.34 00 
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RamPressure 1 5 nPa 
IMF 0 0 , 2 0, -0 1 nT 
Dst -lOnT 
plotnormallmes , 'XZ'. dnc-1, lth 
for scnum = l ,4 do begin, chooses cluster spacecraft 
scnums = string(scnum , ' (il) '), s p a c e c r a f t number, string 
if norm eq 'n' then RESTORE, 'Cl.P' + strtrim(string(hrnum) ,2)+' _HR_2 sav', /VERBOSE 
else RESTORE, 'C' + scnums+'_P' +strtrim(string(hrnum) ,2)+'_HR_norm2 sav', /VERBOSE, 
not normalized vs normalized data 
f . ffain Definitions 
StartTime ' ' 
TimelntAll - ' ' 
Timelnt='0000000001000000' 
Start 
, for data from cond* asc files 
ParRet fltarr(4) , RamPressure, IMF[3] 
SW.PAR fltarr(4) , Np, Vp , alpha ratio, Tp [K] 
dst 0 0 
delay = 0 0 
, for data from orb* asc files 
TimeOrb dblarr(5) , UNIX time sees from 1970-01 
XYZ = fltarr(3,5) , orbit cusp - normalised frame 
XYZ.GSM fltarr(3,5) , orbit gsm 
XYZ.SM fltarr(3,5) , orbit sm 
B_T96_gsm fltarr(3,5) , model T96 field for real 
B.IMF fltarr(3) 
t Start Reading Files 
t*************************************************** 
, RES_DIR => put name of directory where you keep cond* and orb* files 
f*************************************************** 
RES.DIR 'sc' + scnums +'hr/', 
if seldate eq 'y' then begin 
if preent eq 'n' then READ,date,PROMPT-'Enter Date to Process, format yyyydoy 
FileNames FmdFile ( RES.D IR+' cond. '+ date+' as c', count = NFiles) 
endif else FileNames = FindFile(RES.DIR+'cond.* asc',count=NFiles) 
for FN - 0, NFiles -1 do begin 
openr, COND, FileNames[FN],/GET.LUN 
openr, ORB, RES.DIR+'orbY.'+STRMID(FileNames[FN],STRLEN(RES.DIR)+5,7)+' 
asc.with.sm' ,/GET.LUN 
readf , COND , StartTime 
print, StartTime 
pwrarr * powerarray[FN] 
Bp pwrarr(p , *) 
B p s i z e = * B p s i z e p [ F N ] 
> Read F i l e s 10 m m p o r t i o n s 
c n t - 1 
if (plotn eq 4) then begin 
-01 
condition 
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while (not EOF(COND)) do begin 
readf , COND , Start 
readf, ORB, Start 
readf , COND, dst 
readf , COND , delay 
readf , COND , SW.PAR 
readf , COND , ParRet 
readf, COND, Delta.Theta 
B.IMF = ParRet [1 3] 
for JJ = 0, 4 do begin 
readf, ORB, TTime, XX, YY, ZZ 
readf, ORB, Xgsm, Ygsm, Zgsm 
readf, ORB, Xsm, Ysm, Zsm 
readf, ORB, BT96x, BT96y, BT96z 
TimeOrb[jj] TTime 
XYZ [0,jj] = XX 
XYZ [1 , jj] = YY 
XYZ[2,jj] = ZZ 
XYZ_GSM[0, JJ ] Xgsm 
XYZ_GSM[1, J J ] Ygsm 
XYZ_GSM[2, J J ] Zgsm 
XYZ_SM[0,jj] Xsm 
XYZ_SM[l,jj] Ysm 
XYZ_SM[2,jj] Zsm 
endfor 
IMF Conditions 
YOU MAY PUT HERE SOME FILTER PROCESS DATA ONLY FOR HORIZONTALWARD IMF, fi 
if (abs(atan(B_IMF[l],B.IMF[2])) It 120 *'pi/180 and abs(atan(B_IMF[1],B.IMF 
[2])) gt 60 *'pi/180 ) then begin 
for JJ = 0, 4 do begin , orbital points every 2 m m => so 5 points for 10 
m m interval 
if(abs(atan(XYZ_SM[l,jj],XYZ_SM[2,JJ]))*180 /'pi le YZangle) then begin 
Making Averaging 
ix = fix((XYZ(0.jj)-XRange(0))/stepx) 
iz = fix((sqrt(total(XYZ(l 2,jj)~2))-ZRange(0))/stepz) 
if ((ix ge 0) and (ix le Nx-1) and (iz ge 0) and (iz le Nz-1)) then 
begin 
cnt cnt +1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
if Bp(cnt) ne -le31 then begin 
N.value(ix,iz) - N.value(ix,iz)+1 
Value(ix,iz) = Value(ix,iz) + Bp(cnt) 
endif 
endif else begin 
cnt - cnt + 1 ,data not within plot region 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endif else begin, If YZ angle not too large 
cnt cnt+1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endfor , for jj 0, 4 
endif else begin, IMF conditions 
cnt cnt + 5 
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if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse, IMF Conditions 
endwhile , EOF COND FILE 
endif else begin 
if (plotn eq 2) then begin , plotn NOT EQ 4 
while (not EOF(COND)) do begin 
readf , COND , Start 
readf , ORB , Start 
readf , COND , dst 
readf , COND , delay 
readf, COND, SW.PAR 
readf , COND , ParRet 
readf, COND, Delta.Theta 
B.IMF = ParRet [1 3] 
for JJ = 0, 4 do begin 
readf, ORB, TTime, XX, YY, ZZ 
readf, ORB, Xgsm, Ygsm, Zgsm 
readf, ORB, Xsm, Ysm, Zsm 
readf, ORB, BT96x , BT96y , BT96z 
TimeOrb[jj] TTime 
XYZ[0,jj] = XX 
XYZ[l,jj] YY 
XYZ[2,jj] ZZ 
XYZ_GSM[0,JJ] Xgsm 
XYZ_GSM[1,jj] Ygsm 
XYZ.GSM[2,jj] Zgsm 
XYZ_SM[0,jj] Xsm 
XYZ_SM[l,jj] Ysm 
XYZ_SM[2,jj] Zsm 
endf or 
IMF Conditions 
YOU MAY PUT HERE SOME FILTER PROCESS DATA ONLY FOR SOUTHWARD IMF, fi 
if (abs(atan(B_IMF[l] ,B.IMF [2])) gt angl*'pi/180 ) then begin 
for JJ 0, 4 do begin , orbital points every 2 m m => so 5 points for 10 
m m interval 
if(abs(atan(XYZ_SM[l , jj] ,XYZ.SM [2,jj]))*180 /'pi le YZangle) then begin 
Making Averaging 
ix = fix((XYZ(0,jj)-XRange(0))/stepx) 
iz = fix((sqrt(total(XYZ(l 2,jj)~2))-ZRange(0))/stepz) 
if ((ix ge 0) and (ix le Nx-1) and (iz ge 0) and (iz le Nz-1)) then 
begin 
cnt cnt +1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
if Bp(cnt) ne -le31 then begin 
N.value(ix , iz) = N_value(ix,iz)+1 
Value(ix.iz) Value(ix.iz) + Bp(cnt) 
endif 
endif else begin 
cnt cnt + 1 ,data not within plot region 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endif else begin, If YZ angle not too large 
cnt cnt+1 
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if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endfor , for JJ 0, 4 
endif else begin, IMF conditions 
cnt cnt + 5 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse, IMF Conditions 
endwhile , EOF COND FILE 
endif else begin , plotn NOT EQ 2 or 4 
while (not EOF(COND)) do begin 
readf , COND , Start 
readf , ORB , Start 
readf , COND , dst 
readf , COND , delay 
readf , COND . SW.PAR 
readf , COND , ParRet 
readf, COND, Delta.Theta 
B.IMF ParRet [1 3] 
for JJ 0, 4 do begin 
readf, ORB, TTime, XX, YY, ZZ 
readf , ORB , Xgsm , Ygsm , Zgsm 
readf, ORB, Xsm, Ysm, Zsm 
readf, ORB, BT96x, BT96y, BT96z 
TimeOrb[jj] TTime 
XYZ[0,jj] = XX 
XYZ[l,jj] = YY 
XYZ[2,jj] = ZZ 
XYZ_GSM[0, JJ ] Xgsm 
XYZ_GSM[1 , J J ] Ygsm 
XYZ_GSM[2, jj] Zgsm 
XYZ_SM[0,jj] Xsm 
XYZ_SM[l,jj] Ysm 
XYZ.SM[2,jj] Zsm 
endfor 
IMF Conditions 
YOU MAY PUT HERE SOME FILTER PROCESS DATA ONLY FOR NORTHWARD IMF, fi 
if((atan(B_IMF[l] ,B_IMF[2])) It angl*'pi/180 and (atan(B_IMF[1] ,B_IMF [2])) gt ang2*« 
pi/180 ) then begin 
for JJ 0, 4 do begin , orbital points every 2 m m => so 5 points for 10 
m m interval 
if(abs(atan(XYZ_SM[l,JJ] ,XYZ.SM [2,jj]))* 180 /'pi le YZangle) then begin 
Making Averaging 
ix fix((XYZ(0,jj)-XRange(O))/stepx) 
iz fix((sqrt(total(XYZ(1 2,jj)~2))-ZRange(0))/stepz) 
if ((ix ge 0) and (ix le Nx-1) and (iz ge 0) and (iz le Nz-1)) then 
begin 
cnt cnt +1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
if Bp(cnt) ne -le31 then begin 
N.value(ix,iz) N_value(ix,iz)+1 
Value(ix,iz) = Value(ix,iz) + Bp(cnt) 
endif 
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endif else begin 
cnt cnt + 1 ,data not within plot region 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endif else begin, If YZ angle not too large 
cnt cnt+1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endfor , for j j 0 , 4 
endif else begin, IMF conditions 
cnt cnt + 5 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse, IMF Conditions 
endwhile , EOF COND FILE 
endelse 
endelse 
close ,/flie 
FREE.LUN , COND, ORB 
endfor , all files are processed, FN 
endfor , end of the data for this spacecraft, see scnum 
Drawing 
t Weighting a Result 
Value_Min_l=Value_Max .Setup for finding m m value 
for I 0, Nx-1 do for j = 0, Nz-1 do if (N.value[l,j] ne 0) then begin 
Value[i,j] Value[i,j]/N.value[i,j] 
if (Value[i,j] It Value.Mm.l) then Value.Min.l Value[i,j] 
endif 
if (plotcol2 eq 'y') then Value.Min Value.Mm.l 
Value.Max.l - MAX(Value) 
if (plotcoll eq 'y') then if (Value.Max.l ne Value.Min) then Value.Max Value.Max.l 
XGRID XRange [0] + m d g e n (Nx ) * stepx + stepx 
ZGRID ZRange [0] + m d g e n (Nz ) * stepz + stepz 
KF = float(dnc 2)/(Value.Max-Value.Min) 
f Linear Scale 
f Cell Size is independent on N_value[i,j] 
if stddevsc eq 'y' then begin 
stddev=* stddevarr[p,plotn-1,hrnum] 
pfillstx stepx/199 
pfillstz - stepz/199 
for l 1, Nx-1 do for j 1, Nz-1 do if (N.value[l,j] ne 0) then begin 
col (Value[i,j]-Value.Min)*KF < (dnc-2) , > Max in RED 
col col > 1 
if stddev[i,j] gt 0 then begin 
if stddev[i,j] ge 100 then begin 
P0LYFILL $ 
[XGRID [i-l]+100*pfillstx,XGRID[i-l]+100*pfillstx,XGRID [ I ] -100*pfillstx ,XGRID [l] -100* 
pfillstx,XGRID[i-l]+l00*pfillstx], $ 
[ZGRID[j-1]+100*pfillstz , ZGRID[j] -100*pfillstz ,ZGRID[j] - 100*pfillstz ,ZGRID [j -1]+100* 
pfillstz,ZGRID[j-l]+100*pfillstz], $ 
color col 
endif else begin 
PDLYFILL, $ 
[XGRID[i-l] + (stddev[i,j])* pfillstx, XGRID[i-l] + (stddev[i,j])*pfillstx , XGRID [l]-( 
stddev[i,j])*pfillstx, XGRID[i]-(stddev[i,j])*pfillstx, XGRID[i-l]+(stddev[i,j])* 
pfillstx] , $ 
[ZGRID[j-l] + (stddev [i,j])*pfillstz ,ZGRID [j]-(stddev[i,j])*pfillstz,ZGRID[j]-(stddev[i 
,j])*pfillstz,ZGRID[j-l]+(stddev[i,j])*pfillstz,ZGRID[j-l]+(stddev[i,j])*pfillstz 
] > $ 
color col 
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endelse 
endif else begin 
POLYFILL , [XGRID [i-l] , XGRID [i-l] ,XGRID [i] ,XGRID [i] ,XGRID [i-l]] , $ 
[ZGRID [j-1] ,ZGRID [j] ,ZGRID [j] ,ZGRID [j -1] ,ZGRID [j-1]] , $ 
color = col 
endelse 
endif .STDDEV EQ 0 
endif else begin 
pfillstx stepx/39. 
pfillstz stepz/39. 
if plotsc eq 'y' then begin , Make plot square proportional to # samples 
for l 1, Nx-1 do for j = 1, Nz-1 do if (N.value[I,j] ne 0) then begin 
col (Value[l,j]-Value.Min)*KF < (dnc-2) , > Max in RED 
col col > 1 
if N_value[i,j] It 20 then begin 
POLYFILL, $ 
[XGRID [i-l] +(20. -N_value[l,j])*pfillstx ,XGRID [i-l] + (20. -N.value[i,j])*pfillstx ,XGRID[ 
l] -(20. -N.value[i,j])*pfillstx, XGRID [l] -(20. -N.value [i,j])*pfillstx, XGRID[l 
-l]+(20.-N.value[i,j])*pfillstx], $ 
[ZGRID [j -l] + (20. -N.value[l,j])*pfillstz ,ZGRID[j] -(20 -N.value[l,j])*pfillstz ,ZGRID[j 
] -(20. -N.value[l,j])*pfillstz,ZGRID [j-l] + (20. -N.value[i,j])*pfillstz ,ZGRID [j 
-l]+(20.-N.value[i,j])*pfillstz], $ 
color col 
endif else begin 
POLYFILL , [XGRID [i-l] , XGRID [i-l] ,XGRID [l] ,XGRID [l] ,XGRID [i-l]] , $ 
[ZGRID[j-1] , ZGRID [j] ,ZGRID [j] .ZGRID [j-1] ,ZGRID [j -1]] , $ 
color = col 
endelse 
endif .N.value ne 0 
endif else begin, begin plotsc eq n below, Do NOT make plot square proportional to # 
samples 
for l 1, Nx-1 do begin 
for j = 1, Nz-1 do begin 
if (N.value [l , j] ne 0) then begin 
col (Value[I,j]-Value.Min)*KF < (dnc-2) , > Max in RED 
col col > 1 
POLYFILL , [XGRID [i-l] ,XGRID[i-l] ,XGRID [l] ,XGRID[l] ,XGRID [i-l]] , $ 
[ZGRID [j-1] ,ZGRID [j] ,ZGRID [j] ,ZGRID [j-1] ,ZGRID [j-1]] , $ 
color = col 
endif 
endf or 
, stop ; include this stop to plot column by column 
endf or 
endelse, plotsc eq n 
Overplottmg reference frame 
plotnormall m e s , 'XZ', dnc-1 
endfor,IMF condition loop, plotn 
f Color Scale 
, COLOR SCALE HERE 
if plotcoll eq 'y' then pel ' ' else if Value.Max It 1 then pel = ' >' else pel 
»> > 
loc [0.96, 0.87, 0.97, 0.97] 
bar REPLICATE(1B, 10) # BINDGEN(256) 
xsize (loc(2) loc(0)) * !D.X.VSIZE 
ysize = (loc(3) loc(l)) * ID.Y.VSIZE 
xstart loc(0) * !D X.VSIZE 
ystart loc(l) * ID.Y.VSIZE 
bar = BYTSCL(bar, T0P=dnc-l) 
IF JD.NAME EQ 'PS' THEN $ 
TV, bar, xstart, ystart, XSIZE=xsize, YSIZE=ysize ELSE $ 
TV, C0NGRID(bar, xsize, ysize), xstart, ystart 
xtext = (loc(O)-O.l) * !D.X.VSIZE 
XYOUTS ,xtext ,ystart ,strmg(Value.Min,F0RMAT='(F10.1) ') + ' nT!U2!N' ,/DEVICE,C0L0R = 255 
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XYOUTS,xtext,ystart+yslze*0 225,string(Value.Max*0 25+Value.Min*0 75,F0RMAT='(FIO 1)' 
) + ' nT'U2'N' ,/DEVICE,C0L0R = 255 
XYOUTS,xtext,ystart+yslze*0 450,strmg((Value_Max+Value.Mm)*0 50,F0RMAT='(FIO 1)')+ 
nT'U2'N' ,/DEVICE,C0L0R = 255 
XYOUTS,xtext,ystart+yslze*0 675,string(Value.Max*0 75+Value.Min*0 25,FORMAT='(FIO 1)' 
) + ' nT«U2'N' ,/DEVICE,C0L0R = 255 
XYOUTS , (loc (0) -0 07)*'D X.VSIZE,ystart+ ysize*0 900,pc1+ STRTRIM(string(Value.Max , 
F0RMAT='(F10 1)'),1)+' nT•U2•N',/DEVICE,C0L0R=255 
CASE hrnum OF 
'0' freql=l /(2 *60 *0 5) 
'1' freql=l /(2 *60 *0 5) 
'2' freql=l /(2 *60 *0 5) 
'3' freql=l /(2 *60 *0 5) 
'4' freql=l 0 
'5' freql=0 1 
'6' freql=l /(6 *60 ) 
'7' freql=0 1 
endcase 
CASE hrnum OF 
'0' freq2=0 1 
>1' freq2=l /(2 *4 ) 
'2' freq2=l 
'3' freq2=10 
'4' freq2=10 
'5' freq2=10 
»6' freq2=10 
'7' freq2=l 
endcase 
XYOUTS ,-0 025,0 007,string(freql ,'(FIO 4)')+'-'+strtrim(string(freq2,'(FIO 3)'),1) + ' 
Hz',/normal,C0L0R=255 
endfor,power type loop (m,t,p) 
if (dev eq 'PS') then DEVICE, /close.file 
endfor,see plotscnum 
endfor,see hrnum above, loop through different frequency ranges 
end 
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statcusp _multifigure_variance.pro Adapted from code courtesy of Elena 
Budnik, obtained through private communication Plots standard deviation of power 
figures in cusp normalized coordinates. 
t ************************************************************************** 
, Cusp Statistics 
statcusp_multifigure_variance.pro ,uses C1_P*_HR_norm2.sav, CI_P * _HR_2 
. sav, and averagepower. sav files (set saveongval = 'y ' if using for the 1st time to 
create averagepower. sav files) 
Plots ColorCoded SOMETHING 
, on cusp - normalized field grid 
Input, "orb [S,T]YDDD.res" and "cond[S,T]YDDD. res" files 
June 2010 
t************************************************************************** 
saveorigval 'n' , create sav file of the original integrated power values7 
if saveorigval eq 'y' then valuearr PTRARR(3,3,8,/ALLOCATE.HEAP) else restore, 
FILENAME='averagepower.sav' 
savestddev 'n', create sav file of the standard deviation values7 
if savestddev eq 'y' then stddevarr = PTRARR(3,3,8,/ALLOCATE.HEAP) 
!p.multi=[0,3,3,0,1] 
thisLetter="141B," 
alpha=' !7 ' + Str ing ( thi sLet t er ) + ' '. X ' 
for hrnum=0,7 do begin ;0 0.0083-0 1 11.0.0083-0 25 12 0 0083-1 13.0.0083-10 14.1-10 
15 0.1-101 6.0.0028-101 7 0 1-1 Hz 
for plotscnum=0 , 1 do begin,plots scaled (0) and not scaled (1) box images 
t ********************** 
YOUR VALUES 
norm 'y' > use normalized data7 
if plotscnum eq 0 then plotsc 'y' else plotsc 'n' , scale bins based on 
num of points7 
multicolorbar = 'n' , each plot has its own colorscale7 
plotcoll 'y' , /"as col orbar max cal cul at ed value7 
plotcol2 'y' , mm col orbar mm cal cul at ed value7 
if multicolorbar eq 7n' then plotcoll 'n' 
Value.Max 100.0 , to use, set plotcoll=n 
Value.Min 0.0 ; to use, set pi otcol2=n 
t ********************** 
if (plotsc eq 'y') then FILE 'stddev.hr'+string(hrnum,'(il)')+'_scaled eps' 
if (plotsc eq 'n') then FILE 'stddev.hr ' + strmg(hrnum,'(il)')+'.eps ' 
if (hrnum eq 5 and Value.Max le 40.0 and plotsc eq 'y') then FILE='stddev_norm2_hr'+ 
string(hrnum, '(il) ')+'_scaled_colorscaled eps' 
if (hrnum eq 5 and Value.Max It 40.0 and plotsc eq 'n') then FILE= ' stddev_norm2.hr ' + 
string(hrnum, '(il) ') + '_colorscaled.eps' 
dev >X> 
dev 'PS' 
, FILE ' stddev _hr '+ str mg (hrnum , ' ( il ) ') + '_multicolorbar. eps ' 
FILE 'test.eps' 
. Device Set Up 
set.plot , DEV 
!P.POSITION [0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00] 
if dev eq 'X' then begin 
DEVICE, Decomposed=0 
window, 0, xsize=500, ysize=500, retain = 2 
ch = 1, thickness of words 
th = 1, outline of earth 
lth = 1, thickness of field lines 
endif 
if dev eq 'PS' then begin 
device, /COLOR, BITS=8, XSIZE=27.94, YSIZE=27.94, file=FILE, $ 
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XOFFSET=0.84, YOFFSET =2.53, /BOLD, /ENCAPSULATED 
th 2 
ch 3 
lth 4 
endif 
for p = 0,2 do begin , 0•mean, 1. trace , 2.perp 
if p eq 0 then ptype 'm' 
if p eq 1 then ptype 't' 
if p eq 2 then ptype 'p' 
for plotn 1,3 do begin , which IMF condition7 
seldate - 'n', choose specific date to read&plot7 CANNOT USE THIS YET WITH SAV FILES 
preent 'n', if seldate y, run specific date again and again for debugmg7 
date='' 
if preent eq 'y' then date='2001*' 
Plot Range 
XTitle=['X, R'DE',' ',' '] 
YTitle=['Z, R!DE ' , ' ' , ' '] 
CASE plotn OF 
1: begin 
,MamTitle 'N IMF, /clock angle! < 20!Uo!Nt 
MainTitle = 'Standard Deviation '+ptype+', N IMF, Iclock angle I < 60!Uo!N' 
angl=60. 
ang2 = - 1.* angl 
plotnh=0.965 
end 
2. begin 
MainTitle = 'Standard Deviation '+ptype+'. S IMF. Iclock angle I > 120!Uo!N 
> 
angl=120 
plotnh = 0 . 63 
end 
3: begin 
MainTitle 'Standard Deviation. '+ptype+'. All IMF clock angles' 
angl=360. 
ang2=-360. 
plotnh=0.294 
end 
4. begin 
MainTitle 'Horizontal IMF. 60!Uo • N < Iclock angle| < 120!Uo'N' 
FILE = 'IMFH.eps' 
end 
5. begin 
MainTitle '-90!Uo!N < clock angle < -60!Uo'N', (1) 
FILE = 'IMFH1.eps ' 
angl=-60. 
ang2=-90. 
end 
6. begin 
MainTitle '-120!Uo!N < clock angle < -90!Uo'N', (2) 
FILE 'IMFH2.eps' 
angl=-90. 
ang2=-120. 
end 
7. begin 
MainTitle '60!Uo ! N < clock angle < 90!Uo'N', (3) 
FILE = 'IMFH3.eps ' 
angl=90. 
ang2=60. 
end 
8 begin 
MainTitle '90!Uo!N < clock angle < 120!Uo!N' , (4) 
FILE 'IMFH4.eps' 
angl=120. 
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ang2=90 
end 
9 begin 
MainTitle 'Duskward IMF, 45'Uo'N < clock angle < 135'Uo'N' 
FILE = 'IMFDusk eps' 
angl=135 
ang2=45 
end 
10 begin 
MainTitle 'Dawnward IMF, -135'Uo'N < clock angle < -45'Uo'N' 
FILE 'IMFDawn eps' 
angl=-45 
ang2=-135 
end 
11 begin 
MainTitle = '-120»Uo'N < clock angle < -60'Uo'N' 
FILE 'IMFH5 eps' 
angl=-60 
ang2=-120 
end 
12 begin 
MainTitle '60'Uo'N < clock angle < 120'Uo'N' 
FILE 'IMFH6 eps' 
angl=120 
ang2=60 
end 
endcase 
Settings for Averaging Grid Preparation 
XRange [-5 0, 15 0] , [-5 ,15 ] 
YRange [0 0 ,15 0] 
ZRange [0 0, 20 0] , [0 0,20 0] 
YZangle 25 
stepx 3 , 0 3 Re 
stepz 3 
Nx fix((XRange(1)-XRange(0))/stepx+0 5) 
Nz fix((ZRange(1)-ZRange(0))/stepz+0 5) 
stepx =(XRange(1)-XRange(0))/Nx 
stepz =(ZRange(1)-ZRange(0))/Nz 
Value fltarr(Nx.Nz) 
N.value = intarr(Nx,Nz) 
****************************************************** 
LOAD HERE YOUR COLOR TABLE 
loadct, 38, FILE=getenv("DDLIB")+MDDcolors tbl" 
******************************************************** 
dnc 'D N.COLORS < 256 
Earth, Field and Plot SetUp 
plot ,cos(findgen(40 )*'PI/40 ) , sin(findgen(40 )*'PI/40 ) ,xrange = XRange , $ 
yrange = ZRange , xt it le = XTit le (0) , yt it le = YTit le (0 ) , t it le-MamTit le , $ 
xthick=2, ythick=2, thick th, charsize 1 5, color= dnc-1, xstyle 
ystyle 1, $ 
charthick = ch 
._ Plot Reference Frame and precalculat ed T96 field lines 
All orbital data have been converted into this frame 
Conditions 
DATE 2001-07-01 10 34 00 
RamPres sure 1 5 nPa 
IMF 0 0 , 2 0, -0 1 nT 
Dst -lOnT 
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plotnormallines , 'XZ', dnc-1, lth 
for scnum = l,4 do begin, c/iooses cluster spacecraft 
scnums = string(scnum , ' ( il) ' ), spacecraft number, string 
if norm eq 'n' then RESTORE, ' C ' + scnums+'_P' + strtrim(string(hrnum) ,2) + '_HR_2 sav', / 
VERBOSE else RESTORE,'C' +scnums+'_P' +strtrim(string(hrnum) , 2)+ '_HR.norm2 sav', / 
VERBOSE,not normalized vs normalized data 
t Mam Definitions 
StartTime ' ' 
TimelntAll ' ' 
Timelnt='0000000001000000' 
Start '' 
for data from cond* asc files 
ParRet fltarr(4) , RamPressure, IMF[3] 
SW.PAR fltarr(4) , Np, Vp , alpha ratio, Tp[K] 
dst 0 0 
delay 0 0 
, for data from orb* asc files 
TimeOrb - dblarr(5) , UNIX time sees from 1970-01-01 
XYZ = fltarr(3,5) , orbit cusp - normalised frame 
XYZ.GSM fltarr(3,5) , orbit gsm 
XYZ.SM = fltarr(3,5) , orbit sm 
B_T96_gsm fltarr(3,5) , model T96 field for real condition 
B.IMF fltarr(3) 
Start Reading Files 
*************************************************** 
RES_DIR => put name of directory where you keep 
cond* and orb* files 
*************************************************** 
RES.DIR = ' sc ' + scnums+'hr/', 
if seldate eq 'y' then begin 
if preent eq 'n' then READ,date,PR0MPT='Enter Date to Process, format yyyydoy 
i 
FileNames FmdFile ( RES.DIR+ ' cond. ' + date+ ' asc', count = NFile s ) 
endif else FileNames FmdFile ( RES.D IR+' cond. * as c ', count = NFiles ) 
for FN 0, NFiles -1 do begin 
openr , COND , FileNames[FN] ,/GET.LUN 
openr, ORB, RES.DIR+'orbY.'+STRMID(FileNames[FN],STRLEN(RES.DIR)+5,7)+' 
asc.with.sm' ,/GET.LUN 
readf, COND, StartTime 
, print , Start Time 
, stop 
pwrarr * powerarray[FN] 
Bp pwrarr(p , *) 
Bpsize=*Bpsizep[FN] 
if saveorigval ne 'y' then savValue *valuearr[p,plotn-1,hrnum] 
f Read Files 10 mm portions 
cnt -1 
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,print ,Bpsize 
if (plotn eq 4) then begin 
while (not EOF(COND)) do begin 
readf , COND , Start 
readf , 
readf , 
readf , 
readf , 
readf , 
ORB , 
COND , 
COND , 
COND , 
COND , 
Start 
dst 
delay 
SW.PAR 
ParRet 
readf, COND, Delta.Theta 
B.IMF ParRet [1:3] 
f o r J J 0 , 4 do b e g i n 
r e a d f , ORB, T T i m e , XX, YY, ZZ 
r e a d f , ORB, Xgsm, Ygsm, Zgsm 
r e a d f , ORB, Xsm, Ysm, Zsm 
r e a d f , ORB , BT96x , BT96y , BT96z 
T i m e O r b [ j j ] - TTime 
X Y Z [ 0 , j j ] - XX 
X Y Z [ l , j j ] YY 
X Y Z [ 2 , j j ] ZZ 
XYZ.GSM[0, J J ] Xgsm 
XYZ_GSM[1 , J J ] Ygsm 
X Y Z _ G S M [ 2 , J J ] Zgsm 
X Y Z _ S M [ 0 , j j ] Xsm 
X Y Z _ S M [ l , j j ] Ysm 
X Y Z . S M [ 2 , j j ] Zsm 
e n d f o r 
IMF Conditions 
YOU MAY PUT HERE SOME FILTER. PROCESS DATA ONLY FOR HORIZONTAL IMF, fi 
i f ( a b s ( a t a n ( B _ I M F [ l ] , B . I M F [ 2 ] ) ) I t 1 2 0 . * ! p i / 1 8 0 . and a b s ( a t a n ( B . I M F [ 1 ] , B . I M F 
[ 2 ] ) ) g t 6 0 . * ! p i / 1 8 0 . ) t h e n b e g i n 
f o r J J 0 , 4 do b e g i n , orbital points every 2 mm => so 5 points for 10 
mm interval 
i f ( a b s ( a t a n ( X Y Z _ S M [ l , J J ] , X Y Z . S M [ 2 , j j ] ) ) * 1 8 0 . / ! p i l e Y Z a n g l e ) t h e n b e g i n 
. Making Averaging 
ix = fix((XYZ(0,jj)-XRange(0))/stepx) 
iz = fix((sqrt(total(XYZ(1.2,jj)"2))-ZRange(0))/stepz) 
if ((ix ge 0) and (ix le Nx-1) and (iz ge 0) and (iz le Nz-1)) then 
begin 
cnt cnt +1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
if Bp(cnt) ne -le31 then begin 
N.value(ix,iz) N.value(ix,iz)+1 
if saveorigval eq 'y' then Value(ix.iz) Value(ix.iz) + Bp 
(cnt) else Value(ix,iz) Value(ix.iz) + ((Bp(cnt)-
savValue(ix,iz))"2) 
endif 
endif else begin 
cnt - cnt + 1 ,data not within plot region 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endif else begin, If YZ angle not too large 
cnt = cnt+1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
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endelse 
endfor , for JJ 0, 4 
endif else begin, IMF conditions 
cnt = cnt + 5 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse, IMF Conditions 
endwhile , EOF COND FILE 
endif else begin 
if (plotn eq 2) then begin , plotn NOT EQ 4 
while (not EOF(COND)) do begin 
readf , COND , Start 
readf , ORB , Start 
readf , COND , dst 
readf , COND , delay 
readf , COND , SW.PAR 
readf , COND , ParRet 
readf, COND, Delta.Theta 
B.IMF ParRet [1.3] 
f o r j j 0 , 4 do b e g i n 
r e a d f , ORB, T T i m e , XX, YY, ZZ 
r e a d f , ORB , Xgsm , Ygsm , Zgsm 
r e a d f , ORB, Xsm, Ysm, Zsm 
r e a d f , ORB, B T 9 6 x , B T 9 6 y . BT96z 
T i m e O r b [ j j ] TTime 
XYZ [ 0 , J J ] = XX 
X Y Z [ l , j j ] YY 
X Y Z [ 2 , j j ] ZZ 
XYZ.GSM [ 0 , j j ] = Xgsm 
X Y Z _ G S M [ 1 , J J ] = Ygsm 
X Y Z _ G S M [ 2 , J J ] = Zgsm 
X Y Z _ S M [ 0 , j j ] = Xsm 
X Y Z _ S M [ l , j j ] = Ysm 
X Y Z . S M [ 2 , j j ] = Zsm 
endfo r 
IMF Conditions 
YOU MAY PUT HERE SOME FILTER PROCESS DATA ONLY FOR SOUTHWARD IMF, fi 
i f ( a b s ( a t a n ( B _ I M F [ l ] , B . I M F [ 2 ] ) ) g t a n g l * ' p i / 1 8 0 ) t h e n b e g i n 
^
o r
 J J ~ 0 , 4 do b e g i n , orbital points every 2 mm => so 5 points for 10 
mm interval 
i f ( a b s ( a t a n ( X Y Z _ S M [ l , j j ] , X Y Z _ S M [ 2 , J J ] ) ) * 1 8 0 . / ' p i l e Y Z a n g l e ) t h e n b e g i n 
Making Averaging 
ix = fix((XYZ(0,jj)-XRange(0))/stepx) 
iz = fix((sqrt(total(XYZ(1.2,JJ)~2))-ZRange(0))/stepz) 
if ((ix ge 0) and (ix le Nx-1) and (iz ge 0) and (iz le Nz-1)) then 
begin 
cnt cnt +1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
if Bp(cnt) ne -le31 then begin 
N.value(ix,iz) N_value(ix,iz)+1 
if saveorigval eq 'y' then Value(ix,iz) Value(ix,iz) + Bp( 
cnt) else Value(ix,iz) Value(ix,iz) + ((Bp(cnt)-savValue 
(ix,iz))~2) 
endif 
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endif else begin 
cnt cnt + 1 ,data not within plot region 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endif else begin, If YZ angle not too large 
cnt cnt+1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endfor , for JJ 0, 4 
endif else begin, IMF conditions 
cnt = cnt + 5 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse, IMF Conditions 
endwhile , EOF COND FILE 
endif else begin , plotn NOT EQ 2 or 4 
while (not EOF(COND)) do begin 
readf , COND , Start 
readf , ORB , Start 
readf , COND , dst 
readf , COND , delay 
readf, COND, SW.PAR 
readf , COND , ParRet 
readf , COND , Delta.Theta 
B.IMF ParRet [1:3] 
f o r J J 0 , 4 do b e g i n 
r e a d f , ORB, T T i m e , XX, YY, ZZ 
r e a d f , ORB, Xgsm, Ygsm, Zgsm 
r e a d f , ORB , Xsm , Ysm , Zsm 
r e a d f , ORB, BT96x , BT96y , BT96z 
T i m e O r b [ j j ] TTime 
X Y Z [ 0 , j j ] = XX 
X Y Z [ l , j j ] YY 
X Y Z [ 2 , j j ] = ZZ 
XYZ_GSM[0, j j ] Xgsm 
XYZ_GSM[1 , J J ] Ygsm 
XYZ.GSM [ 2 , J J ] Zgsm 
X Y Z _ S M [ 0 , j j ] Xsm 
X Y Z _ S M [ l , j j ] Ysm 
X Y Z _ S M [ 2 , j j ] Zsm 
end fo r 
IMF Conditions 
YOU MAY PUT HERE SOME FILTER PROCESS DATA ONLY FOR NORTHWARD IMF, fi 
i f ( ( a t a n ( B _ I M F [ l ] , B . I M F [ 2 ] ) ) I t a n g l * ! p i / 1 8 0 . and ( a t a n ( B _ I M F [ 1 ] ,B_IMF [ 2 ] ) ) g t a n g 2 * ' 
p i / 1 8 0 . ) t h e n b e g i n 
f o r j j = 0 , 4 do b e g i n , orbital points every 2 mm => so 5 points for 10 
mm interval 
i f ( a b s ( a t a n ( X Y Z _ S M [ l , j j ] , X Y Z _ S M [ 2 , j j ] ) ) * 1 8 0 . / ! p i l e Y Z a n g l e ) t h e n b e g i n 
t Making Averaging 
i x f i x ( ( X Y Z ( 0 , j j ) - X R a n g e ( 0 ) ) / s t e p x ) 
i z f i x ( ( s q r t ( t o t a l ( X Y Z ( 1 : 2 , j j ) ~ 2 ) ) - Z R a n g e ( 0 ) ) / s t e p z ) 
i f ( ( i x ge 0) a n d ( i x l e N x - 1 ) a n d ( i z ge 0) a n d ( i z l e N z - 1 ) ) t h e n 
b e g i n 
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cnt - cnt +1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
if Bp(cnt) ne -le31 then begin 
N.value(ix , iz ) = N_value(ix,iz)+1 
if saveorigval eq 'y' then Value(ix.iz) Value(ix.iz) + Bp( 
cnt) else Value(ix.iz) Value(ix.iz) + ((Bp(cnt)-savValue 
(ix,iz))~2) 
endif 
endif else begin 
cnt cnt + 1 ,data not within plot region 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endif else begin, i"/ YZ angle not too large 
cnt cnt+1 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse 
endfor , for JJ 0, 4 
endif else begin, IMF conditions 
cnt cnt + 5 
if cnt ge Bpsize then break 
endelse, IMF Conditions 
endwhile , EOF COND FILE 
endelse 
endelse 
close ,/flie 
FREE.LUN , COND , ORB 
endfor , all files are processed, FN 
endfor , end of the data for this spacecraft , see scnum 
3 Drawing 
t Weighting a Result 
Value_Mm_l = Value_Max ,Setup for finding mm value 
fo r i = 0 , Nx-1 do fo r j 0 , Nz-1 do if ( N . v a l u e [ l , j ] ne 0) then beg in 
if s a v e o r i g v a l ne ' y ' t h e n V a l u e [ i , j ] (Value [ l , j ] / N .va lue [ I , j ] ) "*0 5 e l s e 
V a l u e [ l , j ] = V a l u e [ i , j ] / N _ v a l u e [ i , j ] 
i f ( V a l u e [ i , j ] I t V a l u e . M m . l ) t hen V a l u e . M m . l V a l u e [ i , j ] 
end i f 
if (plotcol2 eq 'y') then Value.Min Value.Mm.l 
Value.Max.l MAX(Value) 
if (plotcoll eq 'y') then if (Value.Max.l ne Value.Min) then Value.Max Value.Max.l 
XGRID - XRange [0] + mdgen (Nx ) * stepx + stepx 
ZGRID = ZRange [0] + indgen(Nz)*stepz + stepz 
KF float(dnc 2)/(Value.Max-Value.Min) 
, stop 
,print , Value.Max , Value.Min 
if saveorigval eq 'y' then begin 
savValue=Value 
•valuearr[p,plotn-l,hrnum]=savValue 
endif 
if savestddev eq 'y' then begin 
savstddev=Value 
*stddevarr[p,plotn-1,hrnum]=savstddev 
endif 
t Linear Scale 
t Cell Size is independent on N_value[i,j] 
pfillstx = stepx/39 
pfillstz = stepz/39 
if plotsc eq 'y' then begin , Make plot square proportional to # samples < 
for l 1, Nx-1 do for j 1, Nz-1 do if (N.value [l,j] ne 0) then begin 
col (Value[l,j]-Value.Min)*KF < (dnc-2) , > Max m RED 
col col > 1 
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if N_value[i,j] It 20 then begin 
, p r i n t ,N.value[i,j] 
,print , * value ', Value[i,j] 
POLYFILL , $ 
[XGRID[i-l] +(20. -N.value[l,j])*pfillstx , XGRID [i-l] + (20. -N.value[l , j] )•pfillstx, 
XGRID[l]-(20.-N.value [i,j]) •pfillstx, XGRID[l] -(20.-N.value[i,j])•pfillstx , XGRID 
[ i-l]+ (20. -N.value[1,j])+pfillstx] , $ 
[ZGRID [ j-l] + (20 -N.value[l,j])•pfillstz ,ZGRID [j] -(20.-N.value [i,j])+pfillstz ,ZGRID[j 
] -(20. -N.value[l,j])+pfillstz ,ZGRID [j-l] + (20. -N.value[i,j])+pfillstz ,ZGRID[j 
-l]+(20.-N.value[i,j])+pfillstz], $ 
color col 
endif else begin 
, p r i n t , N.value[i, j] 
,print , 'value ', Value[i, j] 
POLYFILL , [XGRID[i-l] , XGRID [i-l] , XGRID [l] ,XGRID [l] ,XGRID [i-l]] , $ 
[ZGRID[j-1] , ZGRID [j] ,ZGRID [j] , ZGRID [j-1] ,ZGRID[j-1]] , $ 
color = col 
endels e 
endif ,N.value ne 0 
endif else begin, begin plotsc eq n below, Do NOT make plot square proportional to # 
samp Ies < 
for i = l , Nx-1 do begin 
for j = 1, Nz-1 do begin 
if (N.value [l,j] ne 0) then begin 
col (Value [i ,j] - Value . M m ) • KF < (dnc-2) , > Max m RED 
col col > 1 
,print , c o l 
,print , Value[i,j J 
POLYFILL , [XGRID [i-l] ,XGRID [i-l] ,XGRID [i] ,XGRID [l] ,XGRID [i-l]] , $ 
[ZGRID [ j -1] ,ZGRID [j] ,ZGRID [j] ,ZGRID [j-1] ,ZGRID [j -1]] , $ 
color = col 
endif 
endf or 
, stop ; include this stop to plot column by column 
endfor 
endelse, plotsc eq n 
t Color Scale 
, COLOR SCALE HERE 
if plotcoll eq 'y' then pel ' ' else if Value.Max It 1 then pel = ' >' else pel 
>> > 
loc [0.96, 0.87, 0.97, 0.97] 
bar REPLICATE(1B, 10) # BINDGEN(256) 
xsize (loc(2) loc(0)) • !D.X.VSIZE 
ysize (loc(3) loc(l)) • !D.Y_VSIZE 
placehelp = [0.3, 0.65, 1] 
placehelp2 = [0.98, 0.6, 0.2] 
if multicolorbar eq 'y' then begin 
multibarx=placehelp[p] 
multibary=placehelp2[plotn-1] 
endif else begin 
multibarx=l 
multibary=1 
endelse 
xstart = loc(0) • !D.X.VSIZE • multibarx 
ystart = loc(l) • 'D.Y.VSIZE * multibary 
, p r i n t ,xstart , ystart 
, stop 
bar = BYTSCL(bar, T0P=dnc-l) 
IF ID.NAME EQ 'PS' THEN $ 
TV, bar, xstart, ystart, XSIZE-xsize, YSIZE=ysize ELSE $ 
TV, C0NGRID(bar, xsize, ysize), xstart, ystart 
xtext (loc(O)-O.l) • !D.X.VSIZE • multibarx 
XYOUTS ,xtext .ystart ,strmg(Value.Min ,FORMAT='(F10 1) ') + ' nT•U2!N ' ,/DEVICE ,C0L0R = 255 
XYOUTS,xtext,ystart+ysize+0.225,strmg(Value.Max+0 25+Value.Mm+0 75,F0RMAT='(F10 1 ) ' 
) + ' nT!U2'N' ,/DEVICE ,C0L0R = 255 
XYOUTS,xtext,ystart+ysize+0.450,strmg((Value_Max+Value_Min)+0.50,FORMAT^'(F10 1)')+' 
nT'U2!N» ,/DEVICE,C0L0R = 255 
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XYOUTS,xtext,ystart+ysize+0.675,string(Value.Max*0.75+Value_Mm+0.25,FORMAT='(FIO.1) 
) + ' nT!U2!N' , /DEVICE,C0L0R = 255 
XYOUTS,(loc(0)-0.08)*!D.X.VSIZE•multibarx,ystart+yslze*0.900,pc1+STRTRIM(strmg( 
Value.Max ,F0RMAT='(F10.1)'),l) + ' nT!U2 «N ' ,/DEVICE,C0L0R = 255 
; stop 
, Overpiotting reference frame 
plotnormallmes , 'XZ', dnc-1 
endfor;IMF condition loop, plotn 
CASE hrnum OF 
'0': freql=l./(2.*60.*0.5) 
'1' : freql = l./(2.*60.*0.5) 
'2'• freql=l./(2.*60.*0.5) 
'3': freql = l ./(2. •60.+0.5) 
'4'- freql=1.0 
'5': freql=0.1 
'6'• freql=l./(6.*60.) 
'7': freql=0.1 
endcase 
CASE hrnum OF 
'0'- freq2=0.1 
'1'• freq2=l./(2.+4.) 
'2': freq2=l. 
'3'- freq2=10. 
'4': freq2=10. 
'5'- freq2=10. 
'6': freq2=10. 
'7'- freq2=l. 
endcase 
XYOUTS ,-0.025,0.007,string(freql ,'(F10.4)') + '-' +strtrim(string(freq2 ,'(F10.3)'),1)+' 
Hz',/normal,C0L0R=255 
endfor,power type loop (m,t,p) 
if (dev eq 'PS') then DEVICE, /close.file 
endfor;see plotscnum 
endior;see hrnum above, loop through different frequency ranges 
if saveorigval eq 'y' then save,valuearr,FILENAME='averagepower.sav',DESCRIPTI0N=' 
Valuearr is a 3x3x8 pointer array that saves the average power value for each 
grid point of the plot for column(power m.t.p), row(n,s,<* imf) , and depth(hrnum 
0-7) ' 
if savestddev eq 'y' then save , stddevarr , FILENAME= ' stddev . sav ', DESCRIPTION= ' stddevarr 
is a 3x3x8 pointer array that saves the standard deviation value for each grid 
point of the plot for column(power w,t,p), row(n,&,d imf), and depth(hrnum 0-7)' 
end 
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A.3 Supporting Functions 
readfgmhr.pro Adapted fiom code courtesy of Katariina Nykyri. Reads the data 
files. 
Pro readf gmhr , namef gm , ntot , time , b 
openr , 1 , namef gm 
i=(LINDGEN(l))(0) 
minutesarr = FLTARR (1604000) 
hoursarr=FLTARR(1604000) 
secondsarr = FLTARR( 1604000) 
timearr=FLTARR(16 04000) 
bxarr=FLTARR(1604000) 
byarr=FLTARR(1604000) 
bzarr=FLTARR(1604000) 
dash=' ' 
hour=10 
minutes = 10 
seconds =10.422 
bxi=-300.22222 
byi=-300.22222 
bzi=-300.22222 
xi=11739.6 
yi=11739.6 
zi=11739.6 
year=2000 
month=12 
day=20 
while not eof(l) do begin 
readf , 1 , $ 
FORMAT = '(14,Al,12 ,A1 ,12,A1,I2,A1 ,12,A1,F7 3,A1,F9 4 , F9.4,F9.4,F10 1,F10.1,F10 . 1) ' , 
year ,dash , month ,dash , day , dash , hour , dash , minutes ,dash , seconds ,dash ,$ 
bxi,byi,bzi,xi,yi,zi 
minutesarr(i)=minutes 
hoursarr(i)=hour 
secondsarr(i)=seconds 
t lmearr ( l) =hour +60 . +60 . + minutes*60. + seconds 
bxarr(l)=bxi 
byarr(l)=byI 
bzarr(l)=bzi 
i = i + l 
endwhile 
ntot = i 
time=FLTARR(ntot) 
b=FLTARR(3,ntot) 
jind = (LINDGEN(l)) (0) 
for j = j m d , ntot-1 do begin 
time(j)=timearr(j) /60 
b(0,j)=bxarr(j) 
b(l,j)=byarr(j) 
b(2,3)=bzarr(j) 
endfor 
close , 1 
return 
end 
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datagapfillhr.pro Adapted from code courtesy of Katariina Nykyri Interpolates 
data gaps and bad data points. 
PRO datagapflllhr, n,time ,array ,ctmin,ctmax .timenew ,arraynew ,newn,stlme 
openu.gaps , 'DataGaps0ver2min txt ' ,/append,/GET.LUN,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
prmtf .gaps .stime, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
, time comes in with units of [mm], ctmm and ctmax m [hr] 
, this program does calculations m [sec] 
, FIND DATA GAPS and I meraly interpolate acrros the gap 
arraynew = FLTARR(3 ,2*n) 
timenew=FLTARR(2*n) 
,critical dt m seconds between t . i and t_i+l so that it is considered as a gap 
, check dt from the data 
dt=l/22.4 
critint = 2*dt 
time=60 •time .convert to [sec] 
ctmin = 3600 •long(ctmm) ,convert to [sec] 
ctmax=3600 •long(ctmax) , convert to [sec] 
i=(lindgen(l))(0) & 3 = ( 1 mdgen ( 1) ) (0) 
nn = n 
while l It nn-1 do begin 
if (time(i) It c t m m ) or (time(i) gt ctmax) then begin ,outside of cusp interval 
timenew(j)=time(i) 
arraynew(*,3)=array(•,l) 
3 = 3+1 
endif else begin 
if (tlme(i+l)-tlme(I) le critint) then begin 
timenew(j)=time(i) 
arraynew(+,3)=array(•,l) 
J = J + 1 
endif else begin 
, f i l l i n g the time data gaps 
if tlme(i+l)-time(l) gt critint then begin 
if time (i + l)-time (l) gt 120 then begin, print to file if gap is larger than 2 mm 
prmtf ,gaps , time ( I ) /60. , time (i + l) /60 , (time (i + l) -time (l) ) /60 .,,,,,,,,,,,, , 
endif 
npoints =round((time(i + l)-time(l))/dt) 
for k=01,npoints-1 do begin 
timenew(3+k)=time(i)+k+dt 
arraynew(+,j+k)=-le31 
if (k eq 0) then begin 
arraynew(*,3+k) = array(+ , l) 
endif 
endfor 
2=2 +npo m t s 
endif 
endelse 
endelse 
i = i + l 
endwhile 
timenew(j) time(i) 
arraynew(*,3)=array(+,l) 
for n = 0 ,2 do begin 
a = where((arraynew(n , •) ne -le31) and (timenew ne 0),count) 
if timenew(O) eq 0 then begin 
kk fltarr(count+1) 
for kkk = 0L, count-1 do begin 
kk(kkk+l) a(kkk) 
endfor 
a kk 
endif 
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arraynew.l arraynew(11,a) 
timenew.l timenew(a) 
arrayint Interpol(arraynew.1, timenew_l, timenew) 
arraynewdi ,+)=arraymt 
endfor 
helpind=where(timenew ne 0,count) 
if timenew(O) eq 0 then begin 
kk fltarr(count+1) 
for kkk 0L , count-1 do begin 
kk(kkk+l) helpind(kkk) 
endfor 
helpind = kk 
endif 
helptimearr = t imenew (helpmd) 
helparraynew = arraynew (• , h e l p m d ) 
timenew=helptimearr/60 
arraynew=helparraynew 
time time/60 
ctmin ctmin/3600 
ctmax = ctmax/3600 
newn 3+1 
close,gaps,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
FREE.LUN , gaps, ,,,,,,,,,,,, 
return 
end 
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hindbd.pro Code courtesy of Katariina Nykyri Determines the beginning and 
ending of the cusp interval 
P r o h i n d b d . m i n , max . n . t i m e , i t s , i t e 
i t s = ( L I N D G E N ( l ) ) ( 0 ) 
i t e = ( L I N D G E N ( l ) ) ( 0 ) 
while ((time (its) It m m ) and (its It n-1)) do its = its + l 
ite=n-l & while ((time(ite) gt max) and (ite gt 0)) do ite=ite-l 
if ite It its then begin 
ite = it s + 1 
endif 
return 
end 
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detrendb2.pro Code courtesy of Katariina Nykyri. Subtracts background field 
(linear fit). 
Pro detrendb2 , dtlme ,array in,lbs ,ibe,arrayout 
arrayout=FLTARR(4,ibe-ibs+1) 
for 1=0 ,3 do begin 
s i g n a l = a r r a y m ( i , l b s . i b e ) 
jlmear least square fit 
yf i t = 0 
yband=0 
sigma=0 
a0 = 0 
d s i g n a l = 0 
I f i t = POLY_FIT(dtime , s i g n a l , 1 , y f i t , y b a n d , s i g m a , a O ) 
,y=b+kx, lfit(0)=b and lfit(l)=k 
,signal after extracting the linear least square fit from it 
dsignal=signal-yfit 
arrayout(I,+)=dsignal 
endfor 
return 
end 
Appendix B 
Unnormalized Integrated Power with 
Different Windowing 
The integrated power for different frequency ranges (0.008-10 Hz, 0.017-10 Hz, and 
0.025-10 Hz), Hanning window a values (a = 0.5, 0.75, 1.0), and NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF are shown in this Appendix. The mean and perpendicular power plots are 
shown here. Mean power is shown in Figures B.1-B.3. Perpendicular power is shown 
in Figures B.4-B.6. The total power plots are shown in Section 3.2. The power in 
this Appendix is unnormalized. 
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Figure B.l: Mean integrated power for the magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.008-10 
Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window with a 
= 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
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Figure B.2: Mean integrated power for the magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.017-10 
Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window with a 
= 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
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Figure B.3: Mean integrated power for the magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.025-10 
Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window with a 
= 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
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Figure B.4: Perpendicular integrated power for the magnetic field fluctuations of the 
0.008-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF. and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window 
with a = 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
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Figure B.5: Perpendicular integrated power for the magnetic field fluctuations of the 
0.017-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window 
with Q = 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
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Figure B.6: Perpendicular integrated power for the magnetic field fluctuations of the 
0.025-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF. SIMF. and AIMF (rows) and Hanning window 
with a = 0.5, 0.75, and 1 (columns). 
Appendix C 
Unnormalized Integrated Power 
The normalization process is described in Chapter 3 and the normalized power is 
described in Chapter 4. Without the normalization process, the data would appear 
as shown below in Figures C.1-C.3. The figures show the unnormalized mean, total, 
and perpendicular integrated power for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF Figure C.l shows 
0.017-10 Hz, Figure C.2 shows 0.017-0.1 Hz, and Figure C.3 shows 0.1-10 Hz. 
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Figure C.l: Unnormalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.017-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF. SIMF, and 
AIMF. 
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Figure C.2: Unnormalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.017-0.1 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. 
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Figure C.3: Unnormalized integrated mean, total, and perpendicular power in the 
magnetic field fluctuations of the 0.1-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF. 
Appendix D 
Integrated Power Figures: Size Scaled 
by Number of Data Points Averaged 
Each data square in the power figures before this appendix represents 0.3 Re x 0.3 
Re unless otherwise stated. In order to depict the number of data points averaged 
in each 0.3 Re x 0.3 Re region of space, each colored square in this Appendix has 
been scaled according to the number of data points averaged, with size saturation of 
0.3 Re at 20 or more data points [Lavraud et al. 2004, 2005]. These figures show7 the 
normalized mean, total, and perpendicular integrated power for NIMF, SIMF, and 
AIMF Figure D.l show 0.017-10 Hz. Figure D.2 shows 0.017-1 Hz. Figure D.3 shows 
0.1-10 Hz. 
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Figure D.l: Normalized integrated power, with size scaled to the number of data 
points averaged, for the mean, total, and perpendicular power in the magnetic field 
fluctuations of the 0.017-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF. 
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Figure D.2: Normalized integrated power, with size scaled to the number of data 
points averaged, for the mean, total, and perpendicular power in the magnetic field 
fluctuations of the 0.017-0.1 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF. 
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Figure D.3: Normalized integrated power, with size scaled to the number of data 
points averaged, for the mean, total, and perpendicular power in the magnetic field 
fluctuations of the 0.1-10 Hz frequency range for NIMF, SIMF, and AIMF. 
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